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CIW'TER I 
THE PROB:UW AND D:D'lNITIONS OJ' 'l'E.WW USED 
One of the vital and challenging issues with which 
educators are faced today is the caliber and effectiveness 
ot the program ot elementary education in the schools of 
America. This problem is of auch importance thot it can be 
neither ignored nor minimized for it haa been suggested that 
the education a child receives in the elementary school will 
be one of the determining factors in hie succesa aa an adult. 
It this is true, special consideration must be given to the 
professional preparation of the person whose responsibility 
it is to guide the elementary school child, namely, the 
classroom teacher. Objective data are needed concerning the 
education of this teacher whose proficiency must encompass 
the many subjects which are taught 1n the elementary school. 
A genuine respect should be felt for the prospective 
classroom teacher who must be prepared to teach so many 
subjects and the only prerequiaite which can be imposed on 
the elementary education student in the teaoh~r-eduoation 
institutions is a good general intelligence and the desire to 
learn. While it is impractical and unwise to insist that 
every prospective elementary eohool teacher have a rich 
background in each of the subjects tor which she will be 
responsible, it cannot be diapQted that the pre-service 
education of this teacher is the direct responsibility of the 
teacher-education institutions. Experiences must be provided 
tor the prospective teacher Which will enable her to be 
responsible for the education of the elementary school child. 
Music ie but one of the subjects covered in childhood 
2 
education and it is with this phase of teacher-education that 
this study is concerned. The hope tor the future of the 
world lies in wise planning for the educational program of 
youth and the quality of education depends on the quality of 
teachers. It has long been realized that the teacher-education 
courses are o!ten inadequate and that constant iiii.Provement 1s 
needed. (20:10) Teaching 1a a complex and highly skilled 
profession and it requires knowledge which will allow the 
teacher to lead youth into en understanding of themselves 
and of the truth and beauty of life. 
I. TBl£ PROBLEM 
Stat=at 9.t ~ Jroblg. It was the purpose of this 
study (l) to show that music education 1n the elementary 
aohool has a definite contribution to make to the furtherance 
of the general objectives of elementary education, (2) to 
obtain data which will lead to an insight into the music 
baotc:ground of selected elementary school teachers now 
employed in North Carolina, (S) to determine, through a 
slll'Vey of the ele1118nte.1'1 eduo.a·Uon music currioulWils of the 
teacher-education institutions in North Carolina. whether the 
prospective eleaentary school teacher is being provided with 
muaic .experiences which will assure her of the required music 
proficiency tor teaching the subJect in the elementary aohool, 
and (4) through the perspective gained by the examination and 
anal7sis of these data. to sgggest means of improving the 
music competencies of the elementary classroom teacher. 
Importance gt. ~ stu4r. There is a definite need tor 
constructive research in the area of the music preparation of 
the eleseatary aohool teacher. 'l'he future ot lllll&ic in 
America is contingent upon masic in the school and school 
music depends, to a gr8clt extent, on the classroom teacher. 
The elementary classroom teacher is responsible for child 
education in our schools and when considering music education 
in the self-contained clasaroom, it 1s this teacher who 
• • • must become an exploring but diversified 
scholar vitally harmonizing the beauty of child life. To 
him is intrusted the molting ot a child's sense of 
feeling for the beautiful. The elementary scbool teacher 
should share wi'th children in unders'!<anding ••nsitivity 
for musio appreciation. Jo teacher oan contribute to 
ohildren thut which he hLaaelt has not experienced. The 
teaoher not onlJ nurture& intellectual growth but li~ewiae 
foatera the child's musioel development •• • Administrators 
ahould aee to it that beginning music education tor 
ohildren is the best. 'l'hia aim can be tultilled throueh 
better music preparation of the e1ementar7 school 
teacher. (24;290) 
In the past, the term "Public School Music" reflected 
the thinking that there was one type of music taught in the 
school and another type conSWILed in daily living. This is 
not the case in present philosophies or music education, tor 
it is believed that "the term 'Music Education' connotes that 
all types of classroom activity may be enriched through the 
contribution which music can make." (9:9) The idea of the 
self-contained classroom has come into focus for it is 
believed that the classroom teacher, who is with the children 
through the entire school day, has unlimited opportunities to 
correlate all or the subject matter taught in the school. She 
understands the capabilities, the interests, and the needs of 
the class tor which she is responsible and is in a position 
to laud them to an understanding and appreciation of music 
that 1e not possible through the errorts of a person who sees 
the class once a week, or even less frequently. The Research 
Vivision or the National Education Association was contacted 
in regard to the prevalence ot the salt-contained classroom 
in the schools of America. They reported three nation-wide 
surveys, each in school systems or different types and sizes. 
It was tound that "approximately ninety per cent of primary 
and seventy per cent of upper grades now claim to be under this 
type ot instruction." (23:12) This trend toward the self• 
contained classroom makes it mandatory that the classroom 
teacher be prepared to do effective work in all subjects. 
The iss~• ot how to give the elementary classroom 
teacher the req~isite knowledge and skills in music is of 
vital concern to music ed~cators. Numerous studies have 
I 
bean conducted 1n this area and the maJority or them indicate 
a lack of musio ability, and often of interest, on the part 
ot many ot the elementary classroom teachers. This deficiency 
seems to be due, 1n great measure, to a laok ot musical 
experiences 1n the backgrounds of these teachers. Their lives 
have not been enriched by a hi8h quality of music, they have 
developed few musical skills, and they are not always aware 
or the role which muaio can play in their own lives. MUsic 
educators are aware that 
music will be ta~ght effectively by the grade teachers 
when they believe it is important tor children and when 
they have learned to enjoy teaching it sutfioientlr well 
ao that they present it enthusiastically. (24:297) 
MUsic is a subject taught better out ot devotion and a 
recognition or its worth rather than from a sense of duty; 
however, many elementary school teachers are hesitant in 
assuming the responsibility tor the music program. One of the 
greatest needs or the olasaroom teacher is confidence, and this 
can oome only as a reaul~ ot knowledge and understanding ot 
subject matter. The trepidation ot some teachers may stem trom 
previous unpleasant experiences or rrom misguided attitudea. 
Otten, they have the idea that music is a remote and a,sterious 
art, attainable only by the sifted and persistent few. It must 
be admitted that "mueio is a complex art. Consider the • • • 
intricacies of its notation; its theory; its diverse styles, 
torms, idioms, and functions " • • • • (16:40) However, it 
is the task of music educators to show that music-making is 
a common human tendency and that it c~n be understood, 
enJoyed, and entered into by all. 
Music educators in the teacher-education institutions 
must help the prospective teacher experience, understand, and 
express music herself before it can be expected that she will 
be able to provide similar experiences for the children. 
Opportunities must be provided for the musically unprepared 
elementary education student to develop the skills and 
knowledge that will enable her to teach music with the same 
confidence and elan which she brings to the other subjects 
in the grade school curriculum. It is a sad commentary on 
the schools of America that 
• • • the average college student entering a 
teacher-education course often has had no previous 
instruction in music, maybe not even the public school 
training which she as a teacher will be imparting to 
children whose grade school curriculum is perhapl 
richer than was hers. (2:4) 
One of the major problema in the teacher-education 
institutions is the dirth of facilities and staff to provide 
the necessary music experiences tor the elementary education 
student. According to a report, WUusic in the Michigan State 
Supported Institutions of Higher Learning," the second largest 
number of enrollments 1n music courses was in the "• •• service 
courses for future teachers of elementary and physical 
education." (13:52) Many students preparing to teach in 
the elementary school are unable to enroll in music courses 
which they are in need of to supplement their music 
background because there are not enough teachers, classroom.a, 
and equipment to go around. The Co!IID.ittee studying the 
conditions in the schools ot Michigan reported that: 
At more than half the state-supported schools and 
colleges the music requirement for some elementary 
teachers have to be waived. In addition, there are a 
grectt many teachers with temporary certificates who 
have had no elementary music training. (13:52) 
This lack of music opportunity for the elementary education 
major is apparent to the music educators in America and the 
Music Education Reseuroh Council, a subsidiary of the Music 
A<iucators National Conference, states this lack of experience 
and opportunity in this manner: 
Those who prepare for elementary school teaching are 
tor the most part persons who received little or no 
instruction in the special subject fields before 
beginning their professional preparation for teaching. 
There is the further fact that the institutions wniQh 
'I 
are largely responsible for the preparation ot el•rumtary 
teachers--the teachers colleges and normal schools--have 
neglected to make adequate provisions in their curriculum. 
for the preparation of elementary teachers in the special 
subjects. Rarely in these institutions does one find 
more than four to six semester hours of credit allotted 
to one of these s~eoial subjects, an amount which, in 
view of the meagre backgrOunds possessed by most ot 
their students, is pitifully inadequate to equip them. 
tor aaaum.ing any responsibility tor instruction in 
thesG 8\.i.bj .JC~:>. ( 14:3) 
8 
There is surely a minimum standard 1n music whioh most 
normal pe~sons oan and must attain if they are to 
effectively teach muaic in the elementary school. With some 
Justification, maD)' educatore agree that "the improYement 
of musicianship among teachers is probably the greatest 
need 1n aohool music today." (lh4) 
An additional factor which can exert a great influence 
on the type ot music· education giYen the elementary education 
maJor is the quality of instruction which they receive 1n 
the teacher-education institution. It is not enough to 
approach the problem from a quantitative point of view--
the amount ot music experiences proYided for the elementary 
education student--but it must also be considered qualitatively. 
It is difficult to understand how an instructor who teaches 
DUBiO education to the prospective elementary classroom 
teacher can effectively do this if he has not had the 
particular teaching experience himself. Yet this is the case 
1n m&DJ teacher-education institutions. Loveleas states that 
"too often the courses offered are •watered-down' methods 
courses," (20:41) baaed, not on practical experiences, but 
on thsory••llsually introd11csd apart from 1 ts relation to 
lllUSic itself. It is commonly accepted tbat a classroom 
teacher cannot be expected to impart musical knowledge and 
appreciation to children if she has not experienced it herself. 
B7 the same token, should it not be expected that the college 
instructor or music 'tor the elementary school should have 
had actual experience in the elementary school and have 
first-hand know.Ledge or the problems to be encountered on 
this level or instruction? It would appear that this is 
one or the factors which would improve the quality or music 
education taught in the teachers colleges. 
The present studT, based on data contained in previous 
research studies which indicate that the music preparation 
ot the elementary classroom teacher is inadequate, will 
contribute to this existent knowledge by indicating the 
specific areas ot music education in which the elementary 
school teacher uay be deficient. A survey ot the music 
course offerings in the teacher-education inat1tut1ons will 
determine whether desirable and necessary music experiences 
are being provided for the elementary education students. 
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
ElementarY school, Throughout this study, the term 
"elementary school" will be used to designate the first 
eight grades or a school system based on the 8-4 plan or 
organization. The elementary schools involVed in this 
stuJy will be those which are accredited by the State ot 
North Carolina and which have a teaching starr or eight or 
more persons. In the analysis or data, where it is warranted 
and significant, the schools surnyed will be divided into 
9 
10 
priary (grades l-3) and illt81'1118d1ate (grades 6-8). 
~eaoh&f•eduoation inst1)utiona. Inatitutiona ot 
hisher learning in North Carolina which are aooredited by 
the Southern Aaaooiatian ot Colleges and Secondary Schoola 
and which otter a degree in Elementary Education will be 
referred to in this study as "teacher-education institutions." 
No differentiation will be made between state-supported 
schools and those which are privately controlled. Rather, 
all institutions in North Carolina whioh meet the 
apeoitications will be surveyed. 
Se1f-contained OlfB!FOQI• In thie etudy, the term 
"self-contained classroom" will be used to indicate the 
classroom in which the classroom teacher is responsible tor 
the bulk ot subJect matter teaching. In such a situation, 
consultants and/or specialiata are available "on call" in 
th• apecial subJect areas. 
m • SOURCES OF DATA 
Data and material tor thia atudy were secured from 
Yarioua sourcea. The philoaoph7 and objectives ot both 
elementary and music education were obtained from books, 
magazine articles, end other related literature. 
Because it is believed that the background of the 
elemantary aohool teacher plays an importet role ill 
11 
dete~iDS the capabilities which abe will bring to the 
proteseion of teaohin&, one ot the maJor oonoerns ot thia 
st~dy was to ascertain, as tar as ~ossible, the musio 
background of selected elam.ntar.y classroom teachers 1n 
North Carolina. This was done 1n an attempt to discover 
the aaount ot the teacher's music ~roticiency which was the 
direct result ot her pre-college ex~er1ences and the amount 
whioh was obtained trom the teacher-education institution 
which she attended. 
Two questionnaires were employed to obtain data--one 
directed to selected elementary classroom teachers now 
apl.oyed 1n North Carolina and the other to a member ot the 
music f'aclllty ot each ot the teacher-education institutions 
used in the stud)'. The literature and research in the field 
eened as background tor the study and tor material used 
1n the questionnaire. 
XV. ORGANIZATION OJ' THE REMAINDEli OF THE THESIS 
Chapter II of the study will be concerned with a 
review of related investigations in the musio preparation ot 
the elementary classroom teacher. Although there have been 
many studies oompleted in this area, only those which relate 
directly to the topic and which were conducted in the ~aat 
titteen ;years will be reviewed. Conditions 1n eduoational 
methods and techniques are in a constant state of flux and 
and it 1s felt that studies oonduoted prior to 1945 will 
have negligible direct value in this specific study. 
However, allusion will be made to some ot the earlier 
studies (1932 - 1945) to establiSh the tact that tbe music 
education of the elementary classroom teacher has been a 
problem tor many years. 
Because the music preparation ot the teacher is ot 
little iaport. unless school administrators, educators, and 
teachers are copizant of the important role which music can 
pl&J in the program of elamentar.r education, Chapter III 
'Nill be devoted to this area. The contributions which 
muaio oan make to the obJectives ot elementary eduoation 
will be indicated in the light ot the goals ot elementary 
education as set forth by "The Mid-ceatury Committee on the 
Outcomes of .li:lamentary Education." (3) 
Chapter IV will include a discussion of the methodology 
and techniques used in the stu4y. The manner in which the 
questionnaires were developed, the selection ot the sampling 
of te,1chera and institutions to whom the questionnaires were 
sent, the nuaber and percentage of questionnaires distributed 
and returned, and the atat1at1oal methods used in the 
tabulation ot the data will be presented in this chapter. 
The data from the above surveys will be presented in 
Cha~ter v, which will contain material involved with the 
music baokeroand of the in-aervioe teacher in North Carolina 
end the survey or ~sic course offerings and music 
experiences provided in the teacher-education institutions 
of the state. This chapter will contain frequency tables 
to turthur explain the data. 
The final chapter or the thesis, Chapter VI, will 
contain the s\11111118.ry, conclusions drawn trom the reseeroh, 
and recommendations tor the improvement or the music 
preparation or the elementary classroom teacher. 
The concluding section of the study will contain the 
bibliography or materials uaad, the appendixes containing 
copies ot letters ot transmittal, the questionnaires, the 
tollow-up postal card, ud an extenlli ve table ot ungroup-a 
data. 
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CHAPl' .liB II 
REVIEW 08 THE LrrERATURE 
Over a period ot years, 118.11f studies concerned with 
the music preparation ot the elementary classroom teacher 
have been conducted. SOJH of these were the work ot special 
committees formed tor the purpose of ascertaining the 
conditions ot music education in the public schools ot 
specific areas. MaQF have been written as requirements tor 
the Master's and Doctor's desrees and these have usuall7 
been concerned with the problem as existing in some specific 
section ot the country. In addition, the Research Council 
ot the Music Educators National Conference has conducted 
studies which usually conclude with recommendations for the 
implementation of the music program in the schools. 
In the discussion which follows, mention will be made 
ot some of the studies which are pertinent to the present 
one, indicating the nature of the problem in specific areas 
and tillles. 'l'o make the material more easily comprehensible, 
the literature will be reviewed chronologically. 
In 1932, King critically surveyed the curriculums of 
selected teacher-education institutions and discovered that 
many of the areas of music which are deemed important to 
school music and to the development of the child were offered 
either infrequently or not at all in many of the institutions. 
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In the conclusions of the study, and based on data collected, 
King recommends that: 
1. Less emphasis be given to methods and series 
teaching. 
2. Basic principles of school music teaching are 
more important than particular methods. 
3. Interest and capacities of the child should 
determine the type of instruction. 
4. Gre"ter emphasis should be given to observation 
and practice teaching. (18:25) 
Goodwin, conducting a study in 1932 which was 
concerned with the elementary classroom teacher and her music 
preparation, indicates that: 
Proper preparution of the classroom teacher of music 
is an outstanding problem in the public school and will 
continue to be until the teacher-education institutions 
provide adequate required music courses. The strength 
or weakness of music teaching in the classroom depends 
upon the kind and amount of training of the classroom 
teacher. (30:53) 
Through a perusal of the available research studies, 
it is apparent that the issue of the music preparation of 
the classroom teacher is one which is not peculiar to any 
specific section of the country or of any specific era. 
Ezra \'isis, conducti!lg a study in 1934, set out to discover 
the practices relative to the required music preparation of 
the elementery school teacher. The study was confined to 
the state teachers colleges in five ~~d-western states. The 
1'1!ldi!lgs of this study indicated tlw t there was a detini te need 
for improvement in elementary music teacher education. Weis 
points out that: 
Grade teachers feel handicapped and unqualified on 
account ot insufficient training in college, a lack of 
knowledge of the voice and instruments, and the fact 
that courses in normal training are too meagre and 
inadequate. {8:81) 
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In lV37, in a survey of the music educatioa curriculums 
in the state teachers colleges or Massachusetts, Freeman 
discovered that there was a •lack of uniformity as regards 
semester hours, course content and emphasis; a lack of 
certain definite prerequisites tor the serious study or 
music ••• •" (29:96) 
In a survey of the Colorado elementary schools, 
conducted in 1946 by Mohr, it was reported that nearly 
one-third of the teachers who were teaching music 1n the 
elementary school had no courses in methods of music teaching. 
In addition, it was discovered that the elementary teacher 
who had no special supervisory assistance in music teaching 
was the one who had the most meagre background in music 
study, had a minimum of college education, and had the 
fewest years of teaching experience. (33:48•49) Mohr goes 
on to say: 
It is apparent ••• that three-fifths of the 
elementary classroom teachers studied, believe that they 
are attempting to instruct children in music without 
being entirely oompetent in the skills of music 
themselves. {33:83) 
In a li46 survey of sixteen colleges in Virginia, 
North Carolina, and Tennessee, Atkins arrived at the followiDg 
conclusions concerning the music capabilities of the 
elementary classroom teachers studied: 
Of the total number of three thousand and thirty-two 
teachers studied, through the superintendent questionnaire, 
less than one-fifth (19.~) were capable of teaching music 
at all. l..ittle attempt is being !llllde on the part of the 
Boards of Education to correct this situation, for only 
aa.~ of the total number interviewed require any 
semester hours in music and only 41% otter in-service 
traininso (25:80) 
An extensive study of the music pre-service education 
of the elementary school teacher in all parts of the United 
States was made in 1950 by Beletrom. In this survey, one 
hundred and eight copies of a questionnaire were sent to music 
educators 1n the country for the purpose of obtaining names 
of competent educators to co~riae a Jury and to obtain 
Dames of colleges whose graduates were reputed to be prepared 
adequately to teach music. One hundred and ten copies of a 
second questionnaire were sent to the colleges nominated for 
the purpose of surveying practices with regard to the music 
preparation of the prospective elementary teacher. finally, 
four hundred and twentJ•five copies ot a third form were 
distributed to the educators wbose names were submitted in 
tbe initial questionnaire, to procure recommendations 
relative to the quantity and quality of pre-service musio 
education tor the elementary education student. Belstrom 
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states that: 
All through the study, tn of the workers in the field 
all over the country are muoh more tha.n moderately 
satisfied with any part of the program of pre-sel"Yice 
training in the teaching of music which the prospective 
eleaatary claasrooa teacller receives, and that most are 
110re than moderately dlesatistied with the greater part 
of the training. l'urthu, no teacher training institution 
in aD,y part of the countl'y was lauded as having outstandiaa 
programa in releasing ele..atary graduates who are· 
eminently prepared to teach their own music. Also, none · 
of the respondents to a.oy of the questionnaires suggested, 
recommended, or alluded to a complete program which they 
regarded aa outstandiJll• (2'11382) 
Belstrom furthur states that the most pressing problem in 
preparing the prospective eleaentary school teacher in music 
is her lack of background in listening to, participating in, 
and lcnowled&e of music; of ability in singing and playing 
the piano; and her lack of self-confidence. He indicates 
that: 
There is a lack of entrance requirements an.,. remedial 
instruction in the colleges, of time and adequate 
practical training. of adequate observation and student 
teaching, and of competent college instruction. (27sii1) 
In li51 1 a workshop held at Boston University on 
"ImproviQB the MUsic ~reparation of the Claaaroom Tsacher," 
and reported by Clifford (28al•)• BU51ested several factors 
designed to improve the music preparation of the olassrooa 
teacher. These suggestions indicate that the workshop 
participants tel t that there was a need tor 1mproYement in 
the area of musio preparation for the classroom teacher. 
Some ot the pertinent recommendations are as follows: 
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1. The development of a uito:rm course ot study • 
. ;a. The eata'blbbm•t ot theory prerequisites or 
AOn-o:redit courses tor the muaioally unprepared student. 
3. Curriculum :reorganization to provide credit and 
class time tor music activities. 
4. Increased teachin& aida. (28:&4) 
Another study ot the masic education practices 1n 
the elaentary schools ot Yaasachuaetts was made 1n 1952 'by 
Prescott. In this stud7, ins~ead ot investigating the 
problem from the point of view ot the teacher-education 
institutions. Prescott concerned herself with the classroom 
teacher. The tollOwiDS conoluaiona were :reached: 
There should be more adequate general college 
preparation in music tor all candidates tor the 
elementary teaching position. It may be reasonably 
argued that the curr1culUIIl8 are already overcrowded 
and that additional requirements in music are out ot 
the question • • • Students who are preparing to be 
elementary school teachers • • • should be encouraged 
to devote all the elective hours possible to musio 
subJects. (~4:116) 
In 1953, the music ooursea in the teacher-education 
institutions ot Maine were surTeyed by Barbour. Questionnaires 
were sent to music directors of each of the institutions to 
be involnd. In addition, personal visits and correspondence 
w1 th the State Department of Jl:duoation aDd lll8lllbers ot the 
Maine Musio Educators Association were used as a turthur 
source ot data. Barbour found that llaine does not require 
that music be taucht in the public schools and that many of 
the oo..un1t1es do not emplo7 well-prepared music teachers 
to teach music in the solloola. 'l'he problem of inadequatel.)' 
prepared college students cannot be solved without a 
"minj mum amount of lllllsic being taught in all the public 
school clasaroou of Maine." Barbour suggests tbat: 
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'l'hougll adequacy 1n the musio progrliUilS of two of the 
schools was apparent, the &re<~test need for the 
institutions of Maine waa the eatablishllent of a 
prescribed course ot studr tor all the schools preparing 
teachers for the public schools ot Mains. (26:~) 
A study of tho music competencies of beginnin& 
elementar7 classroom teachers in New England was conducted 
in li56 by Kiely. He was particularly interested in the 
competencies of those teachers in music theory and singing. 
The point of view was advanced that "considerable doubt 
exists as to the effectiveness of the music trainin& 
classroom teachers have received in teacher-training 
institutions." (31:2) Kiely toiUld tbat: 
Beginning elemeatary classroom teachers in New 
England, as a group, have reached a substantial level 
of achievement in music theory, but the level ot 
achievement deemed eseent1al by the Jury in this study, 
was not attained, It would appear reasonable to 
conclude that the training beginning el811lentary teachers 
r~ceived in music theory is not adequate tor the 
self-contained classrooa • • • Beginning elaentary 
classrooa teachers in New 4ngland, as a group, have 
very little ability 1n reading new vocal music. In 
this respect, the effective and independent teaching 
of music does not seem to be possible at the present 
time. (31:126) · 
An investigation, limited to the twenty-one state 
teachers colleges in New EnglaDd, was made by ~ousek in 
li56. This study was concerned with the music courses for 
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the elementary ed~cation maJor, req~red and elective, in 
the curricUlums ot the specific instit~tions. The survey 
1lld1oated that the oollqes studied senerally are meetina the 
needs of the trainees in only three of the areas ot music--
theory, appreciation, and music education. At least one 
course in theory 11as aohedUled and req~red by all b~t two 
ot the colleses and muaic ed~oation was made available in all 
ot the instit~tions. Muaic appreciation c~raes were 
included in the curriculwu ot all but t'WO or the colleges, 
although only seven conaidered it as a req~rement. Other 
music courses seemed to be lett to the discretion of the 
muaic instnctors or the administration. It was tound that 
there was a wide range in the course offerings in the states 
covered as well as amoQB the several colleges in any one 
specific state. Altho~gb DBQY ed~cators considered study of 
piano and voice to be eaaenUal to the el•entar.r teacher, 
only tour eohoola made piano atuAy available; two provided 
voice instr~t1on, while only two provided oouraea in 
coD4uctlQB. Menouelr: concluded that: 
It the teacher-training req~reaants generally 
accepted by musio eduoators are valid, it must be 
agreed that all of the institutions studied will need 
reviaion 1n their musio course offerings. (32&45) 
A Commtttee on Music in Higher Education was appointed 
in 1956 to make a survey or music tor the elementary teacher 
in Minnesota. (22:67) ""'eationnair'es, sent to both 
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administrators and active elementary schOol teachers produced 
data wrdch could prove useful in analyzing the music needs 
ot the elelllltJlte:ry olasaroom teacher. In investigating the 
thinking of the elUlentary teachers themselves as tar as 
their pre-service music education was concerned, the 
following pointe indicate n•4e4 changes in the teac.ber• 
eduoation prosramas 
1. More time should be spent on "teaching the 
teacher how to teach muaio" to children. Learning to 
appl.J fundamentals learned 1a lacking. 
2. More knowledge is needed ot basic textbooks ••• 
3, Elementary majora should not be placed in music 
clasaea with music majora. 
4. More time should be provided tor practice teaching. 
o. Oollegea teach music fundamentals but not methods. 
Too 111.\lCh tiM 1a spent in singing Just tor tu, Little 
opportunit;r is &iTen 1n learaing how to present a rote 
SODS, a rote-note and reading-readiness song, a.D4 
rhythmic problema. 
fi. Teachers resent being taught by "experts" Who 
haTe had little actual work with children. 
'1. Some oollesea take tor sranted that all students 
know something about muaio--when actually some know 
very little, 
e. Too muoh stress is placed on reading books and 
writing term papers, rather than on actually learnin& 
to teach mua1o. 
g, Teachers feel the need tor a working knowledge 
ot the piano. (22:6'7·&8) 
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In an early stud7, conducted in 1929, Butler presented 
"An Analysis or Published Criticisms and Suggestions Related 
to Teacher Training." The following points brought out in 
this presentation, which were pertinent at that time, still 
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seem to be worthy or consideration today, for according to 
the literature, the status or the music education program 
tor the elementary education major has changed very little 
through the years. 
1. Teacher-training programs have been inadequate 
to the task or preparing a sufficient number of' 
well-trained competent teachers. 
2. The training program should result in competent 
teachers who have a balance of' theory and practical 
experiences which will enable them to see the educative 
process as an integrated whole. 
3. In recruitment and selection, efforts anould be 
made to draw into the field the most promising and 
capable young people. 
4. The most appropriate methods and materials 
should be used tor training teachers, as there is a 
strong tendency tor students to perpetuate the methods 
by which they have been trained. They should have training 
in the selection, evaluation, and use of' methods and 
.materials sui table to the age level or the children 
and the needs of' the particular a1 tuation. 
5o Prospective teachers should have a period of' well-
supervised genuine experiences in practice teaching. 
6. Provisions for appraisal and evaluation ehould 
be considered an integral part of' the teacher-training 
program. 
7. Teacher-training should not be considered complete 
with the end or the f'o1'1111ll pre-service training period 
but follow-up and consultant services advanced work, 
and in-service training should be available. (17:146-49) 
SJ!••t:t• There are prospective elemente.ey school 
teachers of varying abilities and varying degrees of 
preparation 1n all ot the teaoher-eduoation 1nat1tutiona in 
the country. This taot is substantiated by the data. contained 
in the reaearoh studies whioh have been briefly reviewecl 1n 
the foregoing discussion. The .llllljority ot the literature 
agrees tbat the institutions should eat up certain definite 
atanclal'da regarding the music eduoation or the elementa17 
grade school teaohera. Not only should there be an increase 
1n the number of required aaio courses to be taken b:y the 
elemeataey education major, but the qualit:y of 1natruotion 
1n the teaoher-eduoation inatitution must be t.proved. 
More attention should be given to the music practice-
teach1Il6 experiences of the students and, in situations 
where it 1a neoessa17, in-service muic experiences should 
be providecl tor the elementuy classroom teacher. 
CHAPTER III 
CONTRIBUTION::> OF MU.JIC TO THE PROGR,I.M OF EUl~J;.'NT/illY EDUCATION 
To emphasize the values or music in the elementary 
school, it might be well to show how music aids in 
furthering the aims and objectives of' education. Perham 
states that the basic aim of education is 
• • • to furnish a simple but enriched environment 
adapted to the child's stages of' physical and mental 
growth • • • an environment in which he can develop 
through daily participation, such important personality 
traits as independence, self-direction, self-oontrol, 
perseverance constructive imagination, oreutive 
selt-expresslon, courage and stability, and desirable 
social attitudes. (6:1-2) 
"The purpose of the school," as indicated in the Virginia 
Wuaio Course of' Study, "is to help the child to develop 
into a useful, well-adjusted citizen and to improve the 
quality of' community living." (11:11) In the final 
analysis, the program of education in a democracy is 
designed to develop the fullest and finest potentialities 
ot every school child, both as an individual and as a 
contributing member of' the special group in which he lives. 
The aims of music education are inseparable from those which 
the schools of' our countr7 are designed to serve. Pitts says: 
The function of' music is the same as that of' all art 
and science, which is to extend man's knowledge of and 
control over himself' and to deepen his insight into and 
mastery or the conditions of the environment in which 
he lives. (7:63) 
The li54 edition of the VirgiDla Course of study in Kuaic 
exRresaes the function of music as beins 
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• • • a Rart or the heritage or all people. It is 
present as an integral part of most aspects of 
eTelT-day 11Tins. It gives meaning to many experiences 
aDd is a Tital force which should continue to be a means 
of self-gratification and esthetic growth. Music, 
proRerly taught and placed in true perspective 1n the 
whole educational prograa, f!:'s a major role in 
buildinc morale and develop desirable attitudes in 
the whole school. (11:11•12) 
The superintendent of Schools 1n New York City (1945-46) 
states the importance of music in this manner: 
No educational program oould be complete without 
consideration tor music. MUsic is a part ot everyday 
liviD.& 1D the school in the home and 1n the 
commnalty. It 111 an ~rtant influence in enriohin& 
other areas ot learnins. (18:Tii) 
From these statements voiced by educators, it would 
appear that music education in the elementary schools 1a 
3ust1tied and has a legitimate place in the curriculum. 
It will be the purpose of this chapter to discuss the 
contributions ot music in speoitio areas of education. 
I. GO.Al.S OF El.EifENTARY EliUCATION 
In 1955, the Kid-Century Committee on Outcomes in 
Elementary Education was assembled to describe for educators, 
teet-makers, and interested citizens, the measurable goals 
of instruction 1n the elementary school. (3:7) The 
Educational Testing service, The Russell sage Foundation, 
the United States Office ot lduoation, and the Department ot 
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Elementary tichool Principals of the National Education 
Association were the sponsoring agencies. In the report of 
this Committee, the specific goals of elementary education 
were outlined by a Committee of Consultants, comprised of 
thirteen outstanding educational leaders. The objectives 
arrived at were then evaluated by a group of ten classroom 
teachers and supervisors who made up the Committee of 
Critics. In order to emphasize the merits of school music in 
the light or the goals or elamentl-lry education, these goals 
as suggested by the Mid-Century Committee will be cited and 
some of the possible contributions of music education to the 
furtherance or specific goals will be mentioned. The 
objectives of elementary education as indicated by the 
Committee are: 
1. Physical development 
2. Individual social and emotional development 
3. Ethical behavior 
4. bOcial relations 
5. Social world 
6. Physical world 
7. Esthetic development 
a. Communication 
9. ~uantitative relationships (3:52-113) 
II. POSSIBJ...ll; CONTRIBUTIONS OF MUSIC EDUCATION 
TO THB ELEMENTARY :lWUCATION PHOGRAM 
The following discussion will be concerned with 
specific ways in which music can contribute to the over-all 
objectives and goals of elementary education. 
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Phnical development. This area of elementary 
education involves, among other things, physical education, 
sportsmanship, and an understanding of growth and maturation. 
Music can make a definite contribution to the physical 
growth and development of a child, particularly through its 
program of rhythmic activities. Rhythms are those physical 
responses that are motivated, controlled, or directed by 
music, poetry, or story-telUng. They are a refining and 
a controlling of one of the predominant and innate 
ch.>r•~cteristios of children. The opportunity for gaining 
muscular coordination and oontrol is one of the oontri butiona 
that music can make toward child growth. Through a program 
of rhythms, it is evident that grace of movement and small 
muscle dexterity will gradually replace the child's 
awkWardness as he progresses through the grades. These 
activities also aid in the development of eye-ear combinations, 
tor physical responses to music demand attentive and 
concentrated listening and observation. In her book, "Teaching 
Children Music in the Elementary School," yYers states 
the value of rhythms in the. .t.ollowing VIOrds: 
A program ot rhythms in the elementar,v school, planned 
and guided as carefully as the arithmetic or singing 
program, cen contribute to the physical ••• growth of 
all elem.eatary school children • • • Physical response 
to music makes possible an additional avenue of approach 
to serious study of the art • • • The program of rhythms 
can make a definite oontribution by developing the 
sense of rhythms, by offering another means for 
self-expression, and by objectifying the understanding 
• • • Rhythm instruments are an enjoyable means of 
developins the feeling for rhythm in little children. 
(5:76-105) 
.Many techniques can be empl07ed by the classroom teacher in 
this progr.:.m of rhythms: bodily movements suggested by 
various rhythmic patterms, dramatization, mimeticplay, 
free rhythm play, the use of percussion instruments for 
accompaniments, and folk dances. In this program, it is 
the responsibility or the classroom teacher to make certain 
that possible results become actual results, that the 
potentialities of the program are reelized. 
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Individual social~ emotional development. Included 
here is material commonly associated with ro.ental health, 
emotional stability, and growth of personality. Singing is 
a valuable experience for the highly individualistic group 
of children in their early school experiences. These 
children need the discipline imposed by group singing and 
playing and by unquestioningly following the directions of 
a leader. Group singing is an excellent means by which 
children may pool their individual efforts to arrive at a 
designated goal. Through this program 
• • • the shy child develops self-confidence and 
the bold child finds a wholesome outlet for his high 
spirits and desire for attention. As a member of' a 
musical group, the young individuals discover the 
thrill of' the success which comes only f'rom cooperative 
effort, which is a most important part of democratic 
life. (1~:48) 
. :Ethioal !l!ha.vior1 gta!!'!arda, JB! value•• Here the 
concern ie with the child's democratic attitudes, his 
consideration of others and their individual national or 
racial characteristics. This area of elementary eduoation 
1nolu4es observation of muo);l that gains its val1dit7 t:r0111. 
the custou and 111.0res ot a c\tlture. Through songs ot 
different countries and ditte~nt races ot people, 
elementary school children can recognize both the varied 
oha.:racteriatics ot people as nll as to become aware ot the 
taot that all people have III.UCh 1n ooDIIIIOn. Music is 
canaid•red an international langgase and through it all 
people are one. Muaicologins suaaest that each group ot 
people known to anthrOpologins ancl hiatorians has had 
III.Us1c. (5:1Z) This tact det1nitelr aids 1n the child's 
UDderstandins ot these peoples. It studying the III.U8io or a 
aational1 religious, or racial group can :result in a 
ayapathetio or obJective understanding or that group, then 
lllllsio will have served an iapo:rtant p\U'POSe and will have 
justified itself 1n term. or one ot the ultimate goals ot 
education. 
Sooial FtlaliiOQSo The personal•social relations of 
the ohild with others is ot interest in this area; hia 
consideration or others and their needs, interests, motivea, 
oonviotiona, and ideals. A strong development ot social 
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valu .. can be aec~ed ~brough proper instruction in music, tor 
• • • the music olaas is a practical situation 1n 
wl110h the i$1'f1dual oGntrlbutea to the weltare of the 
group and the group act1Y1ty increases the aooial aD4 
artistic equ1,l)Mnt of the indbidual. Each boy and gbl 
must participate to the fullest extant of his or her 
ability 1n order that the group results may be aooeptable. 
The individual receives inspiration aDd good from the 
oont:dbuting act1Y1 ty of hla co-workers. As a member of 
a musical organizatiaB, he is oonacious of the fail~• of 
the group res11lts 1f aDf in41v1dual member does not 
contribute l11s beat. lJ1 other words, the student learns 
that the good of the group depcds upon hia individual 
contribution and, at the sae tiM, that hie own good 
depends on every member contributing his ahare. (4&7) 
Ol11ldren are made aware of the tact that even 1n a group 
activity such as a singing or rhYthmic gro11p, each child is 
an individual with certain interests and needs of which 
each person should be considerate. 
Soo1al ftrld• In thia ana, the child is thought of 1a 
a broader social setting than is implied in the preceding 
area of "social relations." Child behavior is now considered 
1n relation to the collll'llunit;y, state, and nation; geography 
is the background of this phase of elementary education. 
Children become aware of the various geographical divisions 
ot ths1r country by singing aonas of the groups which are 
indigeno11a to specific sections, as; the cowboy of the West, 
the miners of Pennsylvania and West Virginia, and the 
mountain folk ot Kantuclq. They also broaden their concepts 
of other countries throup tlle singin& of songs and partici-
pating in national dances Of TIIU'iOUS peoples. §or children, 
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the idea ot international UD4e•ataD41ng and cooperation will 
have little me~aing ualeaa translated into simple, obJective 
J.aa&uase which theJ can understand. The uninraalit7 ot 
au.s1o is a tact upon which its use oan be Juatitied in this 
phase of education. The role ot the classroom teacher 1n 
thb area is verr ilaportant, tor she is 
• • • the linlc between the so&l of qmpathetio 
uaderatandins of people and musio, and children. It 
is she who is in a position to oonso1oual7 use music to 
furthur better human relatioaa. It is she who can 
direot children's thinktns so they are at least 
"Willins" to oonaider a WQ' of lite, a pattern of muaio, 
or a style of art that 1a different from that to whioll 
they are aoouat.oaed. (15&273) 
Through a study of the l1llls10 of the European countries, the 
Amerioan Indian, the Pre-Ooluabian Mexican, the Near and 
J'ar East, or Latin Amerioa the teacher will develop an 
obJective awarenesa of the cultural patterns of each 
group. The music oan be uaed to minimize the ditterenoea in 
people and to foster an understanding of thea. 
Phfaioal world. Children have a natural ouriosit7 
about the phJsical world and a eorrelat1on between natural 
science and music can be made throush songs ot nature, about 
an1JIIe.ls and birds, and abollt nattaal phenonelllll. The 
awareness of beauty ot line, of oolor, and of form whioh ia 
made evident to thEIIIl in art and music carries through in 
the realization that nature itself has these same properties•• 
1n the abape of a snowflake, the colora ot birds, flowers, 
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and the rainbOw. The use of listening activities could prove 
a:treael.)> useful 1n this uea. A composition suob as "'l'he 
Grand C&n7on ~uite" by Jerde G:rote might be employed to 
illustrate the natural pheno..na as expressed thrOugh music. 
lf5he\i! 4evelop!!pt. The primary interest here is 
1n art, musio, and crafts, however, the moral, intellectual, 
and emotional development of the child ue also included. 
IN.Bio certainly has an iudisputable place 1n the esthetic 
development or the child. lolusio 1n the eleiiiBntary school 
••• strives to develop the creative powers of 
the child just as all esthetic education does. This 
will happen only it music teaching is not valued as a 
technical aubs1d11U'y sUbiect (s1ns1ng) but rather as a 
part of the total eathet o education above and beyond 
the teachinc of the mere subject of music. In this 
way it becoaes a part of the educative· core ot the 
sohool. (l~166) 
• The esthetic development of the child is enhanced by (l) 
W'.lderstandins ot the importance of music in the life and 
culture ot a race or nation, (2) rhythmic recognition, 
(3) 1110od and meaning of music, (f.) knowing something of 
the history of music, (5) developing the ability to read 
simple music, and ( 6) knowins something of melody, harmo117, 
and form. Kearny states that the responsibility of the 
aohool 
• •• is to develop sensitivity, to supplement 
experience where it is de~ioient, and to provide the 
pleasantness that is so sreat a part ot eathet1o 
experience. (3&101) 
CO"''ft10&\19L 'i'his large and important area Of 
elementary education oovera the wide variety of means by 
which man communicates with man. It stresses the various 
oonatruotive uses to which co!l!!lllnioation skills 111\Uit be put .. 
if their mastery is to be of value. yters says that music 
"is and always has been a language. Language is a means ot 
expression, a means by wtdoh we convey meaning, teelingl, 
ideal, an4 emotions.• (5&14) In the elementary school, all 
children should develop the ability to use music as a means 
ot self-expression and coJIIIIWlicat1on. 'i'here are various 
ways in whioh a child oan express hiaaelt through mua1o: 
(1) interpreting the expreaaions of others by s1n&1ng or 
playiDg instrum.nts 1 (2) creative activities auoh &I 
setting words to muaio, oompoliJI& melodies tor words 1 
writina words and music simultaneously, through the paintina 
ot, draw ina or looking at pictures illustrating ssic 1 or 
creating dances or other bodily movements tor musio 
aooompanimu.ts, and (3) listen1n& aotiv1t1ea. ThroUSh 
' 
experiences auoh as these the child is developing a natural 
meana of aelt-expreslion. 
euegtittt1ve rtlatioaahipl. Here is found arithmetic 
and the elemeatary aspects ot &lseb:ra and geometry. Childres 
are introduced to the sreat variety or measures by which man 
deaoribes 1n quantities the thinas he finds 1n his world. 
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This involves the ability to analyze aDd solve problema on 
the basis ot the particular problem, the information needed 
to solve it, and how to get the infol'lllation. At first 
glance, it might seem that muadc education could not 
possible make any contribution to this phase or elementary 
education. However, muadc is not only an art, it is also a 
scienoe--"a science as exact as the science or mathematics, 
and tor soma people, as abstruse." (5:16) There are 
definite quantitative relationships between note values; 
rhythms in music are measured; and it one delves into the 
physics ot sound and acoustical measurements, it will be 
seec that correlation can be made between music and this 
specific goal or elementary education--quantitative 
relationships. Activities 1n time a1£Datures, conductor•& 
beats, various rhythms in music oan all be utilized to 
rurther understanding or measurements. 
UI. SIDIIIARY 
As can be seen from the foregoing discussion, music 
education has a functional value in our educational SJ&tem. 
,.ny subJect has functional value when it contributes to the 
generul well-being or the individual and when it helps him 
to participate fullY and m.ore effectively in the lite or the 
society in which he lives and works. Certainly music has 
this nlu.. The introduotion ot music in our public schools 
and institutions of higher learaing is a comparatively recent 
achievement in our couatry. Standards and goals may have 
veried from state to state, however, the basic premise that 
masic education is valua~le tor all children is not disputed 
resardleaa of the specific ~ins ot the objectives. MUsic 
is thoupt ot as compruenahe1J u possible 1n ita 
significance tor the complete education ot youth and adults. 
Olasarooa teachers should realize that when they are teachinc 
uaic, they are not engaged in teaching a worthless, thOUih 
pleaeant, diversion ~ut a subject that is ccaatruotive 1n 
the highest dear••• 
An excellent testimoQJ of the value of music can be 
shan in the words of Gilbert Beeson, an eleventh grade 
student in the Red Sprinss B1sh Sohool, Red Springs, North 
Caroliu • He expresses the aeaniiia whioh music has tor 
him in these words: 
Music is a magic word. I1l is a bubbling brook on a 
mouata1n•si4e, and the wind whistling thrOugh a lone 
piae tree. I~ is the stol'J' of a man who has something 
to tell! but cannot fiad WOZ'da. It 1a somethin& a man 
can tee know and tl'llat ••• Music has a thousana 
stories io tell. Each one is different; each one is 
original. It sings of a harp and a violin • • • 
Uuaic tells of Oaruao, ot Joleon, and Crosby, It 
means a sallant opera, and a aldpping dance tune ••• 
MUaio is the bread of man. It allows him to win wars 
and worship God; to ei.n& of love and 1111stery. MUaio 
1a the soul ot a man that si.nga with ths angels; it 
1a the heart of man that pvea him courage and faith. 
Uusio is ao great that old men Ualce thoir heads, yet 
ao simple a ohild oan understand. 
Music is a girt. It hides inside a man until 1 t 
must burst forth with the force ot the greatest winds 
aad .bighest seas. It 1s a llllgic word; it is e. 
thousand times and places, It is, it must be, a 
gitt trom God. (10:1) 
ThousAta auoh as these, cOIIling not trom the pen of a poet 
or philosopher, but trom the heart ot a school boy, give 
meaning and reason tor music in our schools. Ther bear 
witness to the tact that muaio tor our children can be a 
potent f'aotor in the denlopunt of esthetic values and 
.ausitiYit.r to beautr. 
The words ot Russell Van D7ke Morgan seem to apt11 
sum up the hopes of music educators today, 'When he says: 
A child may experience keen delight in contact with 
some musical beauty and, thOQSh that ohild may never 
again hear music, the expansion of soul caused by that 
brief gli,ae in~o the infinite will remain throughout· 
lite, ~o at ua feel confidence in teaching well done, 
though the individual may never continue the activity 
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in adult lite. Howeve~, a proper basic philosopey 
givee us hope the t 1118J11 will be impelled to draw 
continually closer to the source of beauty and live more 
richly than they ot.berwin Y!O:!ld. (41') 
The fUndamental basis upon which it is believed that 
the music program should operate is that wsio is the natural 
heritage of every child and that it 1e the responsibil1t7 
ot the school to otter opportunit7 tor each child to 
participate in the many phases of lllUaic-singing, playiq, 
listening, creating, end rhytluu. The claesrooa teacher 1s 
the key peraon in the music program and her active enthusiasm 
or her lack ot it, will be conveyed to the children. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE T.ii:CHNii.l,UES USED AND TliE GROUPS STUDIED 
In conaideriDc the musio preparation of the 
elementary classroom teacher, information contained in 
some of the related inYestigations which were reYiewed in 
Chapter II--studies which have been conducted in various 
aections of the countl'J'--indicate that the problem ia not 
localized. The issue of the prepar&tion of this teacher 
is preYelent'in most school aituationa. For this reason, 
any atate surveyed would present data which could be used 
to infer certain generalities in the program of music 
education for the elementary olas sroom teacher. In any 
investigation, the inolusivenesa of the sampling to be 
atudied 1s important. A complete enumeration of any given 
area is neither feaaible nor is it neceasary, for a 
properlY aelected sample will ordinarily yield sufficiently 
reliable results. for the purpose of the present study, a 
aeleotive aampling of in-serYice elementary school teachers 
in North Carolina, as well as members of the music faculties 
1n the teacher-education institutions in the ~tate, were 
used to procure data relative to the topic. This information 
was obtained predominantlY through the use of the queat1onna1re. 
Zt 
I. ELEMENTARY CUS&\OOM 'l'EJ\CHER ~U.&:l'l'IONNAIRE 
A q~estionnaire concerned with the music bacqro~nd 
of the in-service elementar,v classroom teacher in North 
Carolina was distributed to a selective sampling of teachers, 
This q~estionnaire consisted of items which would indicate 
(l) the extent of the l!ll1s1o bacqround posseaaed by the 
teachers prior to their enrollment in the teacher-education 
institutions. and (2) the m~sic courses taken in the elemental'1 
education curricul~ of the institutions attended, Suggestions 
tor items to be included in the questionnaire were obtained 
from literature related to the topic, 
Que!tionnairt !!!l• The questionnaire to the teachers 
included information concerned with (l) the pre-teaching 
music st~dy and experiences. (2) the amount of responsibility 
ass~ed by the teaoher 1n the music program of the class. 
(3) personal evaluation by the teacher of her capabilities 
in specific areas of music education, and (4) the felt need 
tor in•serYice opportunities in music for the elamenta1'1 
classroom teacher. 
Prel1p1aau pemintUOJl .Qt lB.!, s~est1onna1[!, Prior 
to the distribution of the questionnaire, a tentative version 
was prepared and submitted to a thesis seminar. 'l'he contents 
were exam1aed, critically e .. luated, and suggestions were 
ade relati'Ye to poaaible deletions and additions. The 
revised questionnaire was baaed on this critical analysis. 
Sel!otion 2!~ sampli9f• One of the major concerns 
of this study was to ascertain to what extent the muaic 
proficiency of the classroom teacher is a direct result of 
her pre-college susie experiences and what proportion of 
this protioienoy was obtained from the teacher-education 
institution which the teacher attended. To determine this 
11111eio background. a questionnaire was sent to one hundred 
elementary classroom teachers in North Caroline. A mailing 
list ot such teachers proved difficult to secure and for 
this reason, ~ :sdu.catioMl pirenon 2! Bonh carolina, 
l95Q=Qt ( 9) waa employed to obtain naaes of aohoola at 
whioh an elementary school teacher would be contacted. 
In an effort to base the selection of the el811lantary 
schools on some definite plan, the following criteria were 
set up: (l) the school must be one which ia accredited by 
the State ot Borth Carolina, (2) the school shall have a 
teaching start of no leas than eight persona, and (3) the 
school would be aeleoted according to the population ratio 
of the racial groups predominant in the State. This last 
criteria was neceaeary since the aohools of lfor\11 Oarolba 
are separated according to the racial background of ita 
students and the use of this factor as one of the criteria 
1n the aeleotion of the sampl1Jl8 would tend to strength• 
the validity of the aeleotioa. 
AooordiQS to the lV60 Oenaua Report of the United 
States, the total population of North Carolina was 
4,06l,V2V persona. Of this number, 2,983,121 were ~bite; 
1 10471 353 were Negro; 3 1 '1.S were Iadian; and the relll&ining 
871 713 were persona of other raoea. (l&a3l7, 322-323) 
Froa these statistics it was determined that '13.2 per oent 
of the total populaUon of the State wa.e White, 8& per cent 
wa.s Negro, .1 per oent was lJidien, and .7 per cent was of 
varied races. TABLE I indicates the population ratio ot 
North carolina. One hUAdred aohoola comprised the total 
aaapllng of sohools to be contacted, of whiCh seventy-three 
weH White schools, twenty-six weH Negro schools, one was 
an lJidian school, and the o'l per oent of the population 
which was of varied racial or1s1D• were abaorbed in the 
sohools of the three above groups. 
T&BLB I 
PERCENTAGE OF POJ'UI,I\TION Dl NO!tl'!l CAROl.DIA. 
B!' RACIAL ORIGIN 
Ban Population Per ceot 
'<~lite 2,98),121 7.3.2 
N.,ro 1,047,)5) 26.0 
Indill1'l 3,742 .l 
Othere 27,71) .7 
Total 4,061,929 100.0 
Using the established criteria, a school was chosen 
from each of the one hundred counties in the State, from 
which school one elementary classroom teacher was contacted 
throl18h the principal of the school. In examining the 
Educational Directory (9), it was discovered that eight of 
the one hundred counties had no elementary school which was 
accredited and, ~ these oases, the accreditation criterian 
had to oe waived. There was also one county in which no 
elementary school had a teaching staff of eight or more 
, persons and of necessity, in this county, a school with a 
staff of seven persons was used. TABLE :XXX: (Appendix, p. 127) 
indicates the name ot the county from whioh the elementary 
school was selected, the yeur of accreditation of the 
school, the number of persona on the staff, and the racial 
origin of the student boq. 
A letter was sent to the principal of each of the 
one handred elementary schools requesting that the enclosed 
questionnaire be given to one of the teachers in the school. 
The only stipulation imposed on the principal was that 
the teacher should be a graduate of a teacher-education 
institution in North Carolina. This requirement was. made 
because the study is specifically concerned with teaoher-
td~cation in North. Carolina and the ultimate objective of 
the project will be the determination of the extent to 
which tile institutions in the state are meeting the needs of 
the el•entaey education 11ajor in lllllsio education. TABLE II 
1Dd1cat.es that ot the one hWldred questionnaires sent to the 
eleactary school teachers through the school principals, 
tttt;v-one, or a percentage of ISl, were returned. 
DISTRIBU'.l'IOR AND RETURN OF CLA;;:;ROOM 
TE.lO!Il'Jl QtE!:>TIOIINAIR.E 
ot the fitt;v-one question.naires retiU'ned, four were not 
included in the tabulation because (l) two were inadequately 
oo~~pleted, (2) one arrived too late to be included, and 
(3) one respondent majored in music in college. For these 
reas011s, throughout the study the total sampling of 
elsmentary school teachers on which the statistics will 
be baaed is tort7-seven. 
Collection Rt. ~· As 1n4ioated in TABLE II above, 
only 51 per oent of the questionnaires were returned. Posaible 
reasons tor this relatively low percentage lllight include the 
followiq: (ll the tiu of :rear in Which the study was 
made, (2) a lack of interest on the part ot the recipients, 
and (.)) an '•m•oity to quest1onnairea which no doubt has been 
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buUt up over the years. Du.riq the months ot April and 
May the average school teacher has a tull schedule of 
activities involved with the completion ot the school year. 
For this reason. it is possible that they might not wish. to 
take the time to answer a questionnaire. There are many 
teachers who are content with the etatus .sL!!2 ot the program 
ot element.ary education and their preparation in the 
speoitio areas ot concentration. It they could see no value 
in au.ch a study as the one with which the questionnaire was 
conoerned, it is a11parant that they would not take the time 
to till out and return the ton1. Many persons 1n education 
have reoei ved suoh an abundance or forms and questionnaires 
over a period or tillle that they have built up an inmwUty to 
them, t8lld to procrastinate in oom11leting the papers. and 
consequently, end up 'by ignorill8 th•• 
loll.ow•Y technique. Beoa1111e ot the limited number 
or returns whioh had arrived after a period or a month 
following the original distribution, fifty-eight follow-up 
postal cards were sent. This resulted in the return ot 
additional tonus. 
II. TEACHER•EDUOATION IHS'l'rroTION QUF.STIONNAIP.E 
In an effort to deteraine the extent to Which the 
taaohar•aduoat1on institutions in Harth Carolina are 
oontr1b11t1ng to the music capabUitiea ot the el•cmta17 
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ola•rooa teacher, a BUI'Tey was made of the music offerings 
in the elementary education currioulwae ot these institutions. 
To .. oure this data, questioDD&irea were ~t to heads ot 
the music depart1111111ts in the 1nat1tutlons, to be given to a 
member of the department it dedred. It waa telt that these 
persona could contribute valuable information regarding the 
IIIUIIic preparation ot the elSMntary classroom teacher. 
9!l!Btionna1£! data. Ue.terial tor this questionnaire 
was obtained troll literature related to the topic and included 
int~mation regarding: 
1. the number ot persona on the music start; 
2. music courses, required and elective, in the 
elementary education curriculum; 
3. amount of time allotwd for elementary education 
student-teaching and the percentage o'f this time g1 ven to 
music teaching; 
4. music equipment aTailable to the education major; 
5. extra-curricular auaic activities open to the 
elaaentary education student; u4 
6. applied music instruotion offered the prospective 
elementary classroom teacher. 
Stl!C)ion 21 lU, !IP!)lips. Institutions selected 
tor the survey ot the muaio cu:rriculwaa were the twenty-
eight institutions ot higher learning in North Carolina whioh 
otter a desree in .ii:lementary Muoat1on. The sohools were 
those whioh are accredited b,r the Southern Association ot 
Sohool8 and Colleges. The JWI8S ot these institutions were 
aeo~e6. from the Eduoatione.l Directory ot North Carolina 
(15125·27), The College Blue Book (1:84•88), and available 
college catalogs. TABJ..E XXXI (Appendix, P• 130) indicate• 
the schools selected, the nWiber of persons on the mwsio 
faculty, and the availabilitJ ot a lii&Jor in any area of 
muaio. TABU: III 1n41catea that of the twenty-eight 
questionnaires distJ'ibuted to the teacher-education 
inatitlltiorus in North Carolina, sevent .. n, or 60.7 per cent, 
were returned. 
TABLE III 
DI:>TRIB111'ION AND RETURN OF TF.ACHER-F.DOOATION 
:msTITm'IOI QtlF.STIOHHAIRE'3 
28 17 
III. S'l'ATISTIOAL MANIPULATION 
In analyziDg the data reoei Ted troa the queationna1:r:es 
to the selected elementary aohool teachers and to members 
ot the musio departments ot the teaoher-eduoation institutions, 
trequenoy tables were used. The information contained in 
the replies was recorded on a master tabulation sheet. The 
data trQIIl the tabulation aheet were toraed into a number ot 
trequeuo,- tables tor ease ot understanding. In many 
· instances, the frequencies in the tables do not equal the 
total number ot the samplins nor do the percentages equal 
one hundred. This is due to the tact that the respondents 
were otten able to seleot more than one ot the items indicated 
on the questionnaire and there oOQld be a variance in the 
nwaber ot items oheok:ed. l;)peoial oomants and opinions 
whioh were volunteered by the respondents were reported. 
IV. SUMIIARY 
The information derived from the questionnaires to 
the musio department mcbera ot the teacher-education 
institutions will be evaluated in the light ot the data 
aeoured troa the questionnaire to the elementary aohool 
tet~.ohers. This analysis will be macle in an ettort to detemine 
the e:r.tent to w.ll1oh the institutions are meetins the musio 
needs ot the elementary olaaaroom teacher in North Oarollna. 
RacoJIIIIUIA4at1ons tor tha rn1a1on ot the susie ourr1oulwa 
tor tha elaaeatar,y education .. Jor in the teaohar•e4ucat1on 
inat1tut1ona will be aade. It is hoped that t11tura teaohf!l'a 
ot the eleaeAter,y sn4aa w1U lta able to teach the mll&ic in 
the olaaarooa with oontidanoe and attact1vanass. 
CHAl"l'ER V 
pRESENTATION 01 DATA 
In an attempt to aaoertain the extent to which the 
teacher-education institutions of Hortb Carolina are 
meeting the muaic needs ot the el•entary clae111"0om teacher. 
a surTey was conducted of the music background of selected 
elementary school teachers and of the music course offerings 
in the curriculums of the teacher-eduoation institutions. 
The music experiences necessary tor the prospectiTe 
elementary school teacher would then be compared with what 
is actually being proTided tor this teacher in the teacher-
education institutions. This chapter will be concerned with 
presenting the data resultant from the two questionnaires; 
dz. • (1) to selected eleJHDta:ry clanroom teachers in-
aerTice in North Oaroli.aa. and (2) to a member of the music 
faculty of the teacher-eduoation institutions in the State. 
The questionnaire diatribQted to the selected 
elementary school teachers was concerned with (1) the self• 
eTaluation. by the teacher. of her music teaching ability. 
(2) the number of years of elementary school teaching 
experience possessed by the teaoher• (3) the amount of 
responsibility required ot the olasaroom teaoher for the 
ausic teaching in the classrooa, (4) the availability of 
lllllBic aspecialhts and musio course of study employed to 
assist the classroom teacher, (5) the opinions expressed 
by the teachers regarding the need tor in-service Jallsio 
opportllnitiea, (&) the amount ot applied music study had 
by the teacher prior to college entrance as well as in the 
teacher-education institutions, (7) the required and 
elective music courses taken by the teacher in the college, 
and (6) the teacher's evaluatioo of her competence in specific 
areas of music education tor the elementary school child. 
~eaqher•e •elf•eVa1uation 2( mqaio teaohins abilitY, 
Of the total sampling ot forty-seven teaohers, 17 per 
cent report that they teel competent to teach music, 47 per 
cent feel that their music teaching ability is average, and 
36 per cent feel inadequately prepared to be responsible tor 
the ausic program in the elementary school. *(See Note ) 
TABLE IV showa the frequency and percentage of the teachers• 
evaluation of their musio teaching ability. 
*Note: Throu,ghout the remainder ot this study, the 
term "competent" will be used to indicate the teaohers who 
express the opinion that they feel capable to teach music 
to childrerq the term "adequate" will be used to designate 
those teachers who feel that their music teaching ability 
is merely average; the term "inadequate" wUl indio11te 
those teachers who feel inadequately prepared to teach 
music in the ele.llleDtary school. 
TABLS IY 
FABQ!JE!1CY WJ:Tl! WHICH THE TO'l'AL 5A11fLil!G OF ELE!tf.NTA.RY 
C'LA.S5R£>i»' TE!CHF.Jt'i EVALUATE THEIR ABILITY 
IN THE TUCHII'G O!i' O!U;;IC TO Cl!ILDREN 
AbilU;.r P'i'eqol..., Percent 
Oollpet.eat e 17 
Adequate 22 47 
buldequat.e 17 36 
1&7 100 
D1ali£1bllt1on 21 elwntan olaprooa teaohers into prs•g 
~ 1at•r!!41at• gra4e teaohere. 
In anal;rz1rag the respo.uaea relative to the grade level 
taUSht by the aeleoted elementar,y aohool teachers, it was 
found that of the total aampl1ns, 43 per oent taught 1n the 
prillary sra4ea and 57 per omt tausht in the intermediate 
sradea. TABLE V 1nd1oatea the dividon of the elementar,y 
aohool teachers who were sUJ'v!7ed into the t'WO groupe, 
primary and intermediate g:rade teachers. 
T.&BLE V 
DISTRIBIJ'J.'I .,ll OF ELD!ENT ART SCHOOL TEACHI!'!US INTO 
PRIM!RY AND Ilft'BilMEOU'l'E ORAllE TEACHERS 
47 
Per cent 
43 
57 
100 
When considering the muaio proficiency as expressed by 
the pr1JIIary and intermediate srade teachers, it was found 
that 20 per cent or the "competent" teachers teach in the 
pr1JIIary grades and 15 per cent in the interlll8diate grades. 
or the "adequate" teachers, 45 per cent teach in the 
primary and <l8 per cent in the intermediate grades. In the 
sroup or "inadequate" teachers, 35 per cent teach 1n the 
primary grades and 37 per cent in the intermediate grades. 
TAB~ VI indicates the expressed music teaching ability of 
the primary and intermediate grade teachers. 
TABLE VI 
EVALUATION BY PRIKARY AND INTERMEDIATE GRADE 'l'EACHE~ 
OF fo!U, lD TRACHING .um.ITY 
.lbillt.y Total Intenaadiate teachers ~ueno.r ,.. cent tl"equeney per cart. 
CO!IlP8terlt 8 4 20 4 l$ 
Adequate 22 9 4$ 13 48 
InadeQuate 17 1 3S lO 31 
47 20 100 71 100 
Years gl, elementan sohool teachips uperience possessed !?%, 
lAJ. eleantan classroom teaqhera• 
It was round that in each or the "three groups" of 
elementhry sohool teachers, the range or years or teachins 
experiences ran from one to thirty-five years. There is little 
difference 1n the teaching experiences or the "competent," 
"adequate," or "inadequate" teachers. FIGURE. l shows, by 
graph, a comparison of these experiences. 
"Competent" "Inadequate n 
NUIIIber ot Teachers in Groups 
FIGURE 1 
NtlMBER OF YEARS OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHING 
EXPERIENCE HAD BY TEACHERS ACCORDING TO 
EXPRESSED ABILITIES TO TEACH MUSIC 
• 
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Respondbili'Gr !2£ elem.eatan olaser00!1l ausic prosr!U! 
In a school qstem the responsibility for the music 
prograa uy be given to the el•entary classrooa teacher, to 
a special music teacher with no cooperation required of the 
teacher, or to the classroom teacher with assistance from a 
supervisor, consultant, or special ausic teacher. In 
surveying the elementary school teacher regarding her 
responsibility in the music program, 79 per cent reported 
that they were required to teach music in the class, while 
only 21 per cent replied that they were not responsible for 
it. When analyzing the information with reference to the 
"three groups" of teacbers, it was found that 67.5 per cent of 
tbe "competent" teacbers, '1'1 per cent of the "adequate" 
teachers, and 76.5 per cent of the "inadequate" teachers are 
responsible tor this program. TABLE VII shows the frequency 
ot the claasrooa teacher's responsibility in this area. 
TABL'& VII 
FREQUENCY WlTH WHICH THE "THREE GROUFS• OF ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM 
TEACHERS ARE RESP0~"1IBLE POR THE Mll>IC PROGRAM IN 
THE CLASSRO(J{ 
Ol'o\IPII Total. Yee. No 
-.aohera U811CIV per cent per cent 
Colllpetellt e 7 87.$ l 12.s 
Adequate 22 17 77.0 s 2).0 
Inadequate 17 13 76.$ 4 23.S 
47 37 19.0 10 21.0 
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When aaaiatanoe 1n the music program is provided tor 
the clauroom teacher, it was tou.ad that this assistance 
llBually came trom a special. mllSic teacher. However, 49 per 
cent ot the total sampling ot elementary classroom teachers 
are not provided with any mllBic specialist services. A 
music supervisor 1a available to only 13 per cent ot all of 
the teaobers, and a music consultant is provided tor only 
4 per cent ot the total aamplill8• In the group ot "competent" 
teachers, 12.5 per cent have the services of a music 
consultant, 37.5 per cent have special music teachers in the 
school, and 50 per cent have no m11sic assistance. Ot the 
"adequate" teachers, 2'1 per cent are assisted by a m11sic 
s11perviaor, 5 per cent have the services ot a music 
consultant, 32 per cent have special m1181c teachers, and 36 
per cent are provided with no assistance. In the gro11p ot 
"inadequate." teachers, none have the services ot either a 
music supervisor or music consultant, however, 35 per cent 
are aided by a special m11sic teacher. Sixty-five per cent 
ot these "inadequate" teachers are provided with no !1111Sic 
assistance. TABLE VIII indicates the frequenc1 with which 
asaiatance in the !111l81c program is provided tor the "three 
groups" ot elementary clasaroom teachers. 
Groups 
Competent 
Adequate 
IDadequata 
'l'A.Bl.E VIU 
FRE"'U.!QiCY WITH l'iHICH JIU::UC SPECIALISTS ARE AVAILABI..E '1'0 
TliE "THREE GROUPS" OF II EMRVI.'ART Cl.ASSR()())( 'l':EACHERS 
Kusio Music Special •usio 
Total SUpervisor Consultant teacher 
teachers J're- Per rre- Per Fro- Per 
lquenoy cent quency_ cent qUCO.J' oct 
e 0 0 1 12.5 3 37.5 
22 6 2'1.0 1 5.0 'I 32.0 
1'1 0 0 0 0 6 35.0 
47 6 15.0 2 4.0 le 34.0 
liJOU 
available 
:rre Per 
quccy oct 
4 50.0 
8 36.0 
11 65.0 
25 49.0 
Bote: The a boTe table indicates tbat of the total ... pling of fortT-aeTOn 
elea.ltarl' olaaerooa teachers, 13 per oct reoe1 ve aaeiatance fro• a lllllSiO 
supervisor, 4 per cent have the services of a music oonsultent, 34 per cent have 
a special Jl.l181c teacher 1n the school, and 49 per cent receive no assistance. 
Cll 
CliO 
A!eunt 2.£.!J.u dnp !2, ele!!!Atyr srad!f l!z. I!USio 
aptoi!li!t•• 
Of the total nuaber of el•enta1'f school teechera, 
4.3 per cent report that the:r have the asaistence of a 
music supervisor who eMs the olasa for thirty m.inutea 
each week, while 2o2 per cent indicate a forty-minutt 
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period a week. Two claasroom teachers report that tht 
aupeFTiaor ia available on request and one teacher indicates 
that the auperviaor aaaiata in the music program onoe or 
twice a :rear. The music consultant is available to only 
two of the teachers, one sp!Dding thirty minutes a week 
in the class and the other, ninety minutes a week. The 
special music teacher is the apecialiat who is available 
moat frequently. (TABLE VIII, P• 06). The amount of 
time given to the individual clasarooma by the special 
lllWiic teacher varies from. twenty to ei8hty minutes a 
W!lk, with thirty-minute perioda being reported by the 
highest percentage of teachers. TABLE IX shows the 
frequency of the various amounts of time wh1oh the music 
apecialiata spend in the elem.entary classroom. 
• 
TAJU II 
AMOUNT OF TlME PER WEEK GIVEN TO ELEMENTARY 
CLA.S~>R~ B!' MUSIC lPECIALI'lTS 
~ ot Specialist AI!Otllt of T1lll8 1requellC7 
)0 lliDates 2 
!4118!o Superdaor 40 m!mrt.es l 
As requellted 2 
Once or twice a ;year l 
Jtaic Conoult.mt )0 minutes 1 90 llinut.ea 1 
20 minutes 1 
)0 minutes 7 
Special Hlleic Teacher 40 minute. 1 45 ld.nutes l 
60 minutes s 
60 llinuMII 1 
liflll assistance 2) 
Mode a 30 ainut.es Towle t 47 
Per cent 
4.3 
2.2 
4.3 
2.2 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
15.0 
2.0 
2.0 
11.0 
2.0 
49.0 
100.0 
Al'plability .2!:, IIIW!iC C0!,!,£18 .2!:, ftw\Y W l!1.!, extent l2, 
pioh ll !J .i!£ U, l!l!, claauoO!!l teachers. 
'l'ABLE X shows that of tlle total S8111pling of 
el8111entary school teachers, ?7 per oent report that they are 
prodded with a l!lllsic course of stlldy, while 23 per oent 
are not. Of the "competent" teachers, 62.5 per cent have 
access to a course of stlley Wld 57.5 do not. Eighty-two 
per cent of the "adequate" teachers have the course of 
study while 18 per cent do not. When considering the 
"inadequate" teachers, it is fouad that ?6.5 per cent have 
a ueio course of study and 23.5 per cent are not prodded 
with one. 
Qroupa 
fABLE X 
rREQUEtiCY "'lT!l WHICH MU"'C COUll'ill; OF >TUDY n PROVIDF.D 
FOR THE "THHEE GROUPS" Ol' ELEMENTARY' :'>CROOL TEACH'':HS 
Total T• 'No 
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teacbere P'requenOJ' Per cent. ~.IUlY' Per cent 
Competent 8 s 62.S 3 37.5 
Adequate 22 18 62.0 4 18.0 
lnaliequate 17 13 76.5 4 23.5 
47 36 77.0 1l 23.0 
·" .. ' ' ' .\ ' ' ' . ' Not.ea '1'be aboYe table indi~tes tbat or the total lll'llll;::ling of 
tort,r .... even teachere, 77 pa- cent are pl"''fided lid. t.h a 111wsi c course of 
etud;r and 23 per oent. are not. 
Ot the 77 per cent of ~he total sampling of teachers 
wbo are proTided with a music course of stuq, 4 per oen~ 
report that they use it very often, 28 per oent use it 
frequently, 41 per cent use it occasionally, and only 4 
per cent loUie it rarely. There was no teacher Who indicated 
t.bat the course of study was never used. Of the "oompeten~" 
teachers, 12.15 per cent use ~he study guide very often and 
60 per cent use it frequently. In the group of "adequate" 
teachers, 5 per cent indicate ~ha~ the course or study is 
used very often, 14 per cent use it frequently, aD4 M per 
cent use it occasionally. Tbil't;r-five per cent of the 
"inadequate" teachers frequently use the study guide end 
41 per cent use it occasionally. TABLE XI &bows the ertent 
to which the music course of s~udy is used by the el8118ntar;r 
classroom teachers who are provided with it, 
Groupe 
Competent 
Adequate 
IDadequate 
TOUJ. 
'.rABLE XI 
EX'.rli:NT TO ViliiCH MUSIC COURSE OF Sl'UDY IS USED BY !D 
"'fHRD GROUPS" OF EI.IMZ!ft'ARY CLASSROOM TEACHIWS 
Ven otten l'req_uently pooas1onall1 RareLY Bever 
teachers J're- Per J're- Per :rre- Per J're- Per :rre- Per 
cent cent q11ency cent ~u.ency cent q11ency cent q11enoy quency 
8 1 12.5 4 50.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 1 5.0 3 14.0 12 54.0 2 9.0 0 0 
l7 0 0 6 35.0 ., 41.0 .. 0 0 0 0 
4'1 2 4.0 13 28.0 19 41.0 2 4.0 0 0 
Bone 
p:to'Yided 
:rre- Per 
qucoy cent 
3 3'1.5 
4 18.0 
• 24.0 
11 23.0 
Bote: The above table indicates that 50 per cent of the "oompetct" teachers 11se 
the 1111sic course of study frequently, 14 per cent of the "adequate" teachers use the guide 
frequently, while only 3!'1 ;per cent of the "inadequate" teachers use the 1111SiC course ot 
atud7 frequently. 
s 
In-service pic opportunitiea m the ele!!!ntan aohool 
teagr. 
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When asked about the need for in-service opportunities 
1n music education, 66 per cent of the total sampling ot 
classroom teachers expressed the opinion that this type ot 
education was valuable. It was felt to be necessary by 
30 per cent and 4 per cent offered no intormation in this 
area, There was no teacher who felt that in-service music 
opportunities were unnecessary. Of the "competent" teachers, 
25 per cent felt that in-service education was valuable, 
62,5 per cent felt that it was necessary, and 12.5 expressed 
no opinion. In the group of "adequate" teachers, 68 per 
cent felt that in-service music experiences were valuable 
for the elementary school teacher, 17 per cent felt that it 
was necessary and 5 par cent expreaeed no opinion. 
li:it:!llty-two per cent of the "inadequate" teachers felt that 
music opportunities for the in•aervioe teacher were 
valuable and 18 per cent felt that it was necessary. TABLE 
XII shows the frequency and percentage of replies 
concerning the need for in-service music opportunities for 
the el.aentary classroom teacher. 
TABLE XII 
J'lUN,UENCY WITH WHICH OPINions \'iERE ll!XPREOSED REGARDDfG THE NEED FOR 
IN-sERVICE MUSIC OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHER 
'total 
Valuable Hecesaa.rY uueoesan HO ODiniOn 
Group Fre- Per J're- Per J're- Per rre- Per teachers queno:r cent quuo:r oct quoc:r cant quenc;r oct 
Co111petut 8 2 25.0 5 ea.s 0 0 1 12.5 
Adequate 22 15 68.0 6 2'7.0 0 0 l s.o 
IDadequate 1'7 14 82.0 3 18.0 0 0 0 0 
4'7 51 6&.0 14 50.0 0 0 2 4.0 
·--
Note: The above table indicates that ot the total sa~~~pling ot torty-aeven 
ele~~~entary school teachers, 66 per oct expressed the opinion that in-service 
music opRortwdtiea are valuable, 30 per oct telt that it was necessary, aDd 4 per 
cent ottered DO opinion. 
= 
Pre-oollfie l!l!1Sio atudl !1&1 .U.l.U elwptan soh9ol teaoher. 
One ot the items in the teaoher questionnaire was a 
oheok list ot areas of music study 1n which the teaoher might 
have engaged prior to her enrollment 1n the teaoher•eduoation 
institution. From the responses, it was found that 82.9 
per oen t ot the total samplin8 ot teachers had piano 
instruction, either out ot sohool, in elementary sollool, or 
in high eohool. Seventeen per oent ot all ot the teachers 
had instruction 1n voice as well as having partioipated 1n 
a Ohoral orsanizat1on, while lBo 7 per oent had instrumental 
instruotion. Ot the group ot "oompetent" teaohere, 7!5 par 
oent had piano instruotion, 50 per oent had voioe study, 
25 per oent engaged 1n ohoral oraanizations, and 25 per cent 
had instrwaental study. In the sroup ot "adequate" teachers, 
95 per oct had piano instruotion, 4.5 per oent had voice 
atu!JT, 22.7 per oent pe.rtioipated 1n choral organization a, 
a.lld l8 per cent had instrumental instruotion. Ot the 
"inadequate" teaohers, '10.5 per oent had piano study, 17.6 
had voice study, !5.8 had choral experienoee, and none had 
instrwaental study. TABJ..E XUI lllowa the frequency and 
peroentage ot applied music axperiencea received by the 
el•entary olaasroom teacher pl'ior to her enrollment in the 
teacher-education institution. 
Groups 
Competent 
Adequate 
IDadequate 
TABLE XIII 
J'R1i:I.4UENCY WITH WHICH THE "'l'HRll:E GROUPS" OF .EIJ!XEN'I'ARY SCHOOL 
TEACHERS ENGAG.IW IN PRE-cOI..LEG.E MUSIC STUDY 
"-" ~~--
--
------ ----------
Piano Voice Chorus Inatl'WIIellta1 
Total 
.rre- Per J're- Per :rre- Per J're- Per 
teachers quency cent quenoy cent quency cant quancy cent 
8 6 75.0 4 50.0 2 25.0 2 25.0 
22 2l 95.0 1 4.5 5 22.'7 4 18.0 
1'7 12 70.5 3 1'1.6 1 5.8 0 0 
47 39 82.9 8 n.o 8 1'1.0 6 12.7 
Note: The above table indicates tbat of the total Balll.pl1ng of forty-seve 
school teachers, 82.9 per cant had piano instruction prior to college antranee, 
17 per cent bad voice study, 1'7 per cent participated 1n choruses and 12.'1 per 
cent had instrumental study. 
00 
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Besy.ilfd !!!! !leotiu muf1o Hllff!' taktn }Z l!!!, proapeoUye 
elemeetarz •oh9ol t~aoher. 
A sl.U'Yey was made ot the thr!! types of musio experiences 
whish the el•entar;v olaasrooa teacher might have had while 
1n the teaoher-eduoation institution; required music courses, 
elective mueio courses, and applied music instruction. They 
will be discussed 1n this order. 
Regllired m.usio qoura"• Mua1o Appreciation was the 
course which the majority ot the total sampling ot teachers 
was required to take, with 6~ per cent having taken it. 
,ii;le~~uotary ::iohool l\IUaio llet.boda was required ot 62 per cent 
ot the total sampling ot teaohers, while "5 per cent reported 
that they were required to take Music Fundamentals. The 
COillbination course, History and Appreciation, was required ot 
21 per cent ot the total slll!lpl1nc; a.5 per cent reported that 
they were required to take lluaio Rotation; end 4 per cent were 
required to take no music couraea. Ot the "competent" 
teachers, 100 per cent were required to take .Elementary dchool 
Music Met.lloda; aa par cent, Music Appreciation; 75 per cent, 
NUaic Fundamentals; and 37.5 per oent, Hiator,v and Appreciation. 
ot the "adequate" teachers, 64 per cent were required to take 
Music Appreciation 1 59 per cent, Eleraenter,y School Music 
Methods, 50 per cent, Music Fundamentals; 23 per cent, History 
alld Appreciation; and 9 per cent, Notatioo. Nine per oct 
reported that they were not required to take music courses. 
In the group of "adequate" teachers, 53 per oent were 
required to take Music Appreciation; 47 per cent, Elementary 
.:>ohool Music Methods; 24 per cent, Music Fundamentals; 12 
per cant, History and Appreciation; and 12 per cent reported 
no musio courses required. TABLE XIV shows the frequenQY 
with which music courses were required ot the prospective 
teachers in the teacher-education institutions. 
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!lective music courses. From the data received, it was 
round that 80 per cent ot the to\al sampling of teachers 
elected no music courses. The most frequent courses taken as 
electives were History and Appreciation ot Music and 
~lementary ~chool Music Methods, both having been elected by 
6 per cant ot the total sampling. Two per cant of all the 
teachers took each ot the following courses: lf'Widamantals ot 
Music, Music Appreciation, ~lementary Harmony, Conducting, and 
Music 1n the Pri.aary Grades. Fitty per cent or the "canpetent" 
teachers had no elective music courses, while 25 per cent of 
this group elected History and Appreciation of Music, 13 per 
cent elected each of the following courses: Fundamentals 
ot Music, Alementary Harmony, Conducting, and Music 1n 
the Primary Grades. In the group ot "adequate" teachers, 82 per 
cent elected no music courses and 4.5 per cent elected Music 
Group a 
COIIIPetent 
Adequate 
Iaadequ.a:t.e 
'fABLE XD' 
FREQU~CY WITH WHICH THE "'fHRElj; GROUPS" OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS 
BAD RE~UIIUW.l MUt~IC COUllliEti IN THE 'l'EACHER-EWCATION INS'fl'l'lJ'l'IONS 
Tot.al I teachers [quency cent lqUeD()f cent quencJ cent lquenCJ ceot quency cent quenoy 
8 6 75.0 7 ee.o 3 37.5 8 100~( () 0 0 
22 ll 50.0 14 64.0 5 23.0 13 59.( 2 9.0 2 
17 4 24.0 9 53.0 2 12.0 8 4.7.( 0 0 2 
47 21 45.0 30 &4.0 I 10 I 21.011 29 I 62.<1 2 I 4.0U 4 
Bote; The above table indicates that in the area ot Muaic FUD!aaentala, 75 per 
cent ot the "competent" teachers, 50 per cent ot the "adequate" teachers, and 24 per 
cent ot the "inadequate" teachers were required to take the course in the teacher-
education institution which they attended. 
ce1 
0 
9.0 
12.0 
I 8.5 
= 
ee 
Appreciation; 4.5 per cant, History and Appreciation of Kusio; 
and 9 per oct, Elemantarr ScbOol Mlla1c Methods. ·In the 
group of "inadequate" teachers, 94 per cent elected no music 
courses, while 6 per cent elected Elementary School Music 
Methods. TABLE XV shows the frequency with which prospective 
ele.lllantary school teachers eleoted music cours~s in the 
teacher-education institutions. 
Applied muf1c. Of the total sampling or teachers, 32 
per cent had piano instruction in college, with glee club and 
chorus experiences ranking second with 26 per cent. 
Instrumental study (exclUding piano) was taken bf 19 per cant 
ot the teachers, while 13 per cent had voice instruction. 
J'itteen per cent ot the total sampling had band and/or 
orchestral e%periencea and 51 per cent had no applied music 
instruction. Ot the "competent" teachers, 62.5 per cent had 
piano instruction; 50 per cent participated in glee club or 
choral groups; instrumental stu4J and band/orchestra 
e%periencaa were engaged in by S?o5 per cent; and 12.5 per 
cent had no applied music. In the croup of "adequate" teachers, 
41 per cent had piano instruction; 32 per cent, glee club or 
chorus; 2? per cent, 1nstrUIII.8ntal instruction; 18 per cent 
participated in band or orchestra; and 36 per cent had no 
applied music. .li.ighty-e1ght per cent of the "inadequate 
teachers engaged in no applied music study in college, 
TABLE XV 
FRE"'UENCY WITH ViHICH THE "T~ GROUPS" OF ELDIENTARY SCHOOL TEACB:ERS 
HAD E.LEC'l'IVE KUBIC COlrn.SE::i IN THE TEACHER-EDUCATION INS'fl'l'U'l'IONS 
Groups Total eachers 
A 
0 
o I o II 1 
a c D ., G 
2 I : II ~ J: II~ 11: II~ Com.petentj e Adeq.uate 22 
I.aad•quat .. 17 o I o II o I o II o I o II 1 I 6 II o I o II o I o II o I o 1111 IM 
u II 1 I 2 II 11 2 II 3 I 6 II 3 I 6 II 1 1 a II 1 I 2 II 1 I 2 1138 180 
Key to Course Titles: A - Fundaaea.tals of llueie 
B - 11~1c Appreciation 
c - Biatory and Appreciation of llusio 
D - .lU•cts:r,- Sohoo1 llusic Methods 
E - Elemeotary Harmony 
F - Conduoti~~g 
G - llusic 1n the Primary Grades 
H - No Elective lluaie Courses 
B 
Note: The above table indicates that of the total sampling of forty-aeven teachers, 
2 per cent elected F•uadttmentals of llusic. Of tlle "competent" teachers, 13 per cent 
elected Fundamentals of Music, whereas none of the "adequate" or "inadequate" teachers 
elected this course. 
0> 
... 
while 6 per cent had piano icstruction, voice study, glee 
club or choral experienoes, and instrumental instruction. 
TABLE XVI shows the frequency with which the prospective 
teachers engaged in applied music study in college. 
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S.lt-evalytion 2!:. ~ ele!!!!Dtal'l classroom teacher resar4ins 
capabilities ~ speoitic areas ot mqsic. 
The tinal item in the teacher questionnaire was a 
check list ot specific areas ot ausic education. The teachers 
were asked to enluate their ability in each ot the areas as 
"excellent," "average," or "poor." • (See note) The 
responses to each item will be presented and TABLES XVII and 
XVIII will ahow the trequencr and percentages ot responses. 
~ XVII will indicate the responses trom the total sampling 
and TABLE XVIII will show the comparison ot responses between 
the "competent, n "adequate," and "inadequate" teachers. 
Music notatiop. or the total sampling ot teachers, 21 
per cent reported "excellent," 64 per cent reported "average," 
aDd 19 per cent reported "poor" in knowledge ot music notation. 
*Note: Throughout the discussion ot capabilities in 
areas ot music, "excellent" will denote those teachers who 
evaluate their abilities as superior, "average" will indicate 
the teachers who teel that the7 possess tair abilities! and 
"poor" will desisnate those teachers who teel that the r 
capabilities are inadequate or interior. 
Group a 
Competeat 
Adequate 
TABLE XVI 
FREQUENCY WITH YiH~B TID& "THRD GROUPS" OF TEACHLRS HAD APPLIED 
MUSIC STUDY IH TEACHER-EDUCATION DIS'l'ITO'l'IOJIS 
Total. 
teaohera 
queiiCl 
8 5 62.5 3 3'1.5 2 125.011 4 150.0 I 3 
22 9 .u.o 2 9.0 6 2'1.0 '1 32.0 4 
1'1 l 6.0 l 6.0 l 6.0 l a.o 0 
. 
47 I 15 32.0 6 13.0 9 u.oll 12 26.0 ., 
1 112.5 
8 36.0 
15 aa.o 
24 151.0 
Note: The above table iadioates that piano study was takea bJ' 62.5 per cent ot the 
"oompetent" teachers, 41 per oent ot t.he "adequate" teachers, 6 per oent or the "inadequate 
teachers, aad 32 per cent ot the total sampling or elementary school teachers. 
' 
i::! 
Music Key 
felt -evallUl ted notation sitm~tures 
'ro.ficiencies Fre- Per Fre- Per 
queney cent quenoy cent 
b:ocl1ent 8 17 10 21 
lvet·ago 50 64 34 73 
~oor 9 19 3 06 
• 
47 100 47 100 
t 
~ 
\.·, .},-_-· 
" 
-
1\ 
TABLE A.""VII 
FR~UENCY WITE. Wll;4:Cli TOTAL ~A&jpLING OF .EJ.r~MENTARY CLASSROOM TEACHi RS 
EVALUAT.E: 1'UEIR l'IWlTIOI£NCY IN INDICATED ARE:r\S OF riD~IO EDUCATION 
. ---. 
-
Rote song Orchestral Elem. music Creative Rhythm Melody Harmonic 
teaching instruments materials activities instruments instruments instruments 
l!'re• Per l!'re- Per 'lf.re- ler Fre- Per Fre- l?er Fre- Per Fre- :Per 
cent cent I cent guency cent cent cant I cent quency quency quency quency quency quenoy 
I t 
I 
11 2~ 4 09 I 7 15 6 13 5 10 2 04 2 04 
29 62 24 51 33 70 25 53 23 49 16 34 14 30 
7 15 19 40 7 15 16 34 19 41 29 62 3~ 66 
I 47 I 47 100 47 100 100 47 100 47 100 47 100 47 100 
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I Arousing " 1 . ,, ,.\ud ... o-v suaJ ?16tn1atic 
enthusiasm materials ability_ 
J!'re- l>er Fre- Per fre- Per 
quenoy oent quen.cy cent quenoy cent 
10 21 6 13 2 04 
29 82 zo C4 24 51 
a 17 11 23 21 45 
47 100 47 100 47 100 
ll I f 
t 
I 
I 
.... 
. 
I 
I 
. 
. 
TABLE XVIII I 
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH THE "THREE GROUPS" OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS 
~ ' EVALUATE THEIR PROFICIENCY IN ll~DI CATED AREAS OF MUSIC EDUCATION 
. Music Koy Rote song Orchestral ..J1en. music Creative Rhythm Harmo~~c ~ 1 I Audio-viaua: Melody Arousing l'ienistio Self'•eva:uated notation . simatures teach in~ instruments materials activities instruments instruments ~! instrwnentc enthusiasm materials abilitY 
l.i)S proficiency .t're- Per 1-'ra- Per Fre- Per Fre- Fer Fre- Per Fre- Per I!'re- Per Fre- Per ·r :i're- Per lre- Per ,;j're- :er .ire- .Per 
quenoy cent queacJ ~ cent qucncy cent quency cent ~uency cent ~uency cent quenoy cent q uenoy cent : quehc~ cent. ':iuene11 cent queno11 oent quenol cent 
·' I 
: 
Excellent 3 37.5 4 60.0 4 50 . 0 2 25.0 4 50.0 4 50 . 0 4 50.0 2 25.0 2 i5.0 5 62.5 2 25.0 2 25.0 1 
! 
>etent Average 4 50.0 4 50.0 4 50.0 3 37.5 2 25.0 2 25.0 3 37.5 4 50 . 0 n J7.5 3 37.5 5 62.5 3 37.5 u 
i 
Poor l 12.5 0 0 0 0 3 37 .5 2 25.0 2 25.0 1 12 . 5 2 25.0 5 J7.5 0 0 1 12.5 3 37.5 I 
\ I 
I 
a 100 . 0 a 100 . 0 a 100 . o 8 100.0 8 100.0 a I a 10o.o 8 100.0 6 100.0 1oo ·9, I e 100.0 a 100 . 0 8 100 ~0 
\ I 
i I I 
Excellent 5 23.0 6 27.0 5 23.0 2 9.0 3 14.0 1 4.0 1 4.0 0 0 l 0 0 4 18.0 2 9.0 0 0 
I, i 
Luate Average 16 73.0 16 73.0 15 68 . 0 12 55.0 18 82 . 0 16 73 . 0 13 59.0 8 36 .0 ll oo.o 16 73.0 15 68.0 14 64.0 I 
Poor l 4.0 0 0 2 9. 0 I a 36.0 1 4.0 5 23.0 8 37.0 14 64.0 l~ 50.0 2 9~0 5 25.0 a 36.0 
.. 
• I 
+ 22 100.0 22 100.0 22 100.0 122 100.0 22 100.0 22 100.0 22 100 .(l 22 100 .o 100.0 22 100.0 22 100.0 22 100.0 i \ ·' 
EXcellent 0 0 0 0 2 12.0 0 0 0 0 1 6 . 0 0 0 0 0 b 0 l e.o 2 12.0 0 0 I 
r 
I 
lequate Average 10 50.0 14 82.0 10 59.0 9 53.0 13 '16.0 'l 41.0 7 4l.C 2 12.0 2 12.0 10 59.0 10 59.0 7 41 . 0 
lr Poor 7 14.0 3 18.0 5 29.0 8 47.0 4 • 24.0 9 53.0 10 59.C 15 88 . 0 ae.o 6 ~e.o 5 29.0 10 59.0 1 I 
I 
~oo . c }., lpo.o 17 100.0 17 100.0 17 1oo . o l 17 100.0 17 100.0 l'l 100 . 0 "17 100.0 17 100.0 17 100.0 17 17 100 . 0 I I 
' 
' I I l 
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In the group of "competent" teachers, the responses are 37.5 
per cent "excellent", 50 per cent "average", and 12.5 per cent 
"poor". Of the "adequate" teachers, the responses are 23 per 
cent "excellent", 73 per cent "average", and 4 per cent "poor". 
Kpowledse 2! key signatures. Of the total sampling of 
teaoh<Jr:,, 21 per cent report "excellent," 73 per cent, "average," 
and 6 per cent, "poor." In the group of "competent" teachers, 
the responses are 50 per cent "excellent," 50 per cent "averagtt•" 
and none "poor". The "ade,"uate" teachers report 27 per cent 
"excellent," 73 per cent "average," ond again, none "poor." 
There are no retcponses of "excellent" in the group of 
"inadequate" teachers, however 82 per cent report "average" 
and 16 per cent report "poor." 
Ability 12 teach rote songs. ~hen considering the total 
sampliug of teachers, it is found that 23 per cent report 
"excellent," 62 per cent report "average," and 15 per cent 
report "poor." Of the "competent" teachers, 50 per cent 
report "excellent," 50 per cent report "average," and none 
report "poor." Twenty-throe per cent of the "adequate" 
tea.c.tlers report "excellent," 66 per cent report "average," and 
9 per cent report "poor." In the group of "inadequate" 
teachers, the respo:.ses are l2 per cent "excellent," 59 per 
cent "average," and 29 per cent "poor." 
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Kg9wledae ot orohe1tral ipatruments. Ot the total 
sampling ot tenohers, 9 per cent evaluate their ability aa 
"exoellent," 51 per cent as "average," and 40 per oent aa 
"poor." In tne group ot "competent" teaohers, the responses 
are 25 per cent "excel1st," 57.5 per oent "average," and 
37.5 per oent "poor." The "adequate" teachers rate themaelves 
as 9 per oent "excellent," 55 per cent "average," and 36 per 
oent "poor." In the group ot "inadequate" teachers, the 
responses are none "excellent," 53 per cent "average," and 
47 per oent "poor." 
K!lOWledfSe g! ll!!terials !.2£ elementary school lllUS10 • 
Of the total sampling of teachers, 15 per cent evaluate their 
knowledge in this area as "excellent," 70 per cent as "average," 
and 15 per cent as "poor." When considering the "oompetent" 
teachers, 50 per cent rate themselves as "excellent," 25 per 
cent as "average," and 25 per cent as "poor." Ot the "adequate" 
teachers, the responses are 14 per cent "excellent," 82 per 
cent "average," and 4a per cent "poor." In the group of 
"inadequate" teachers, none evaluate their ability as "excellent," 
76 per cent rate themselves as "average," and 24 per cent as 
"poor." 
AbilitY lg provide oreatiye experiences !2£ children. 
When considering the total sampling of teeohers, it was toun4 
that 1,:, per cent rate themselves as "excellent," 53 per oct 
as "average" and 34 per cent as "poor." In the group of 
"competent" teachers, 50 per cent evaluate their ability 
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as "excellent," 25 per cent as "average," and 25 per cent as 
"poor." The responses in the sroup or "adequate" teachers 
are 4 per cent "excellent," 73 per cent "average," and 23 
per cent "poor." Of the "inadequate" teachers, 6 per cent 
rate themselves as "excellent," 41 per cent as "average," 
and 53 per cent as "poor." 
.!Qlowl!dge g! the use g! fhlt.h' in!trwneets. Of the 
total sampling ot teachers 10 per cent evaluate their ability 
in this area as "excellent," 49 per cent as "average," and 
41 per cent as "poor." Of the "competent" teachers, 50 per 
cent rate themselves as "excellent," 37.5 per cent as 
"average," and 12.5 per cent as "poor." In the group of 
"adequate" teachers, 4 per cent evaluate their ability as 
"excellent," 59 per cent as "average," and 3'1 per cent as 
"poor." None of the "inadequate" te~chers rate themselves as 
"exoe~lent" in this area, while 41 per cent responded "average" 
and 59 per cent as "poor." 
Xnowl!4se SJ!.la. J:WL st melo4Y instruments. Four per 
cent of the total sampling of teachers evaluate their ability 
1n this area as "excellent," 34 per cent as "average," and 
62 per cent as "poor." Of the "ooapetent" teachers, 25 per 
cent rate themselves as "excellent," 37.5 per cent as "average," 
,., 
and 37.5 per cent as "poor." Of the group of "adequate" 
teachers, none report "excellent," 50 per cent report "average " 
and 50 per cent report "poor." None of the group of "inadequate" 
teachers evaluate their ability in this area aa "excellent," 
12 per cent report "average," aD4 sa per cent as "poor." 
Kpowlpdge 2£ the use 2l, haponic inatruments• When 
considering the total aampling of teachers, it was found that 
4 per oent evaluate their knowledge in this area as "excellent," 
30 per cent report "average" ab1lit7 1 and 66 per cent rate 
themsal.vea as "poor." Twent7•five per cent of the "competent" 
teeohera rate themselves as "excellent," 50 per cent as 
"average," and 85 per cent as "poor." In the group of 
"adequate" teachers, none responded that their ability was 
"excellent," 36 per cent report "average" ability and 64 per 
oent report "poor" ability. None of the group of "inadequate" 
teachers report that their ability is "excellent", 12 per 
oo.o.t report "average" ·and sa per cant report "poor". 
Ab1.}.1 ty to arwae entb,usiasm !2,t !llU!!iC J:A !l,amentarT 
s9hool childl'fQ• Twanty-one per cent of the total ssmpling 
of teucb.ers evaluate their ability in this area as "excellent." 
SixtJ•two per cent report that their ability is "average" and 
17 per cent report "poor." Of the "competent" teachers, 
68.5 report "excellent," 3'1.5 report "average" abilit1, aDd 
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none report "poor" ability. or the responses trom the 
"adequate" teachers, 16 per cent report "excellent," 73 per 
cent report "average," and 9 per cent report "poor." In the 
group ot "inadec1uate" teeob.ers, 6 per cent evaluate their 
ability in this area as "excellent," 59 per cent as "average," 
and 35 per cent as "poor." 
Knowlf!dge ,et audio-visual materials !2l:, .E!,! elemontan 
achoo1 muaic P!'OMM• Thirteen per cent or the tot&l sampling 
or teticbers evaluate their ability in this area as "excellent," 
62.5 per cent as "average," and 12,5 per cent as "poor." Of 
the "competent" teachers, 25 per cent report "excellent," 
62,5 per cent report "average" ability, and 12,5 per cent 
rupert "poor." In the group or "adequate" teachers, the 
responses are 9 per cent "excellent," 66 per cent "average," 
and 23 per cent "poor." Twelve per cent ot the "inadequate" 
teachers evaluate their ability as "excellent," 59 per cent as 
"average," and 29 per cent as "poor." 
Pianistio ab1l1tr. Of the total sampling of teeohers, 
4 per cent evaluate their pianistio ability as "excellent," 
51 per cent as "average," aD! 45 per cent as "poor." In the 
group of "competent" teachers, the responses are 25 per cent 
"excellent," 37.4 per cent "average," and 37,5 per cent "poor." 
None of the "adequate" teachers evaluate their ability as 
"excellent," 64 per cent rate theaaelvee as "averase," and 
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36 per cent rate themselves as "poor.w None of the "inadequate" 
teachers gave themsel vee a rating ot "excellent," 41 per cant 
report "average" ability and 59 per cent report "poor." 
Qommsts volllJ1teered :e.t the elsstacy clasaroom teaohera. 
Many of the respondents to the questionnaire 
volunteered oo!llllent s ooncerniD& the music program in the 
elementary schools. These op1niocs are as follOWS! 
The music te~oher in this town has been here for a 
long time, but the mwaio program presented to our 
seventh grades seems to dute back to another century ••• 
In fact, those 30 minutes each week are not looked forward 
to by the children, beoausa thet are bored, or by the 
teacher, tor it is a period of policing" and unpleasentries. 
Knowing what seventh graders like and what seems to appeal 
to them, from teaohiD& musio to Junior high children for 
2 years, I give WI students one or two music periods a 
week and they love it and beg for more such periods • 
.!4uaic is provided that appeals to them. "' (see note) 
The music superviaor gives no regular time to grades 
l, 2, and 3 but will help if epecial request is made. 
We accompany our pupils to music and I have learned 
many things along with them-also albums of records 
have helped me. 
Since we have a special music teacher, I anly attempt 
certain music as it relates to_, devotional activities 
or units of study. We dq lll.aJl7 "aotion" songs and poems 
aet to mwsic. 
Note: These coll!lllents were 1118.de by a person who 
received her degree in Mwsic Education but who is now teaching 
seventh grade. Because of her unusual music background, the 
questionnaire reoei ved from her was not used in the analysis. 
Music plays a prominent part in our school program 
but it is largely in the hands ot persons qualified 
especially tor teaching it. I feel that in-service 
training would certainly help me do a better job 
with it in the olansroom. 
I feel thr;t more should be done in the teaching ot 
music and music appreciation below the level of the 
6th grade. 
~nmDMl£Y• 
'l'he preceding discussion presented the data received 
trom the questionnaires distributed to the elementary school 
teachers now in-service in North Carolina. The questionnaire 
was designed to procure information relative to the pre-
service, as well cs college, music experiences of the 
elementary classroom teacher. 
In an attempt to ascertain the extent to which the 
teacher-education institutions in North Carolina are meeting 
the needs of the elementary classroom teacher in her music 
preparation, a survey was made of the music curriculums in 
't.l:w institutions or the State which offer degrees in 
eo 
.!::lemente ry .c;ducation. .., questionnaire concr~rned with various 
phases of music eduoation for the elementary education major 
was sent to members of the music faculties of the institutions. 
The discussion whic.'l 1'ollov.s is a presentation of the dnta 
reoeived from these questionnaires. 
MaJora otrered !a areas 2! ml181e. 
Of the seventeen institutions included in the study• 
it was found that 88 per cent otter one or more majors 1n 
various areas of ml18ic. A major 1n Music Education is 
offered by the greu.teet majority of schools, with 82 per 
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cent of them including it in their curriculums. !~jors in 
Applied Music rank second with 53 per cent of the schools 
offering the degree. Three other areas represented as majors 
are Music Composition (47 per oent) • M118ic 'l'heor.r (29 per 
cent) • and Music History and Literature (24 per oent). One 
school otters a major in Mus1oologr and another lists Church 
~ic as a possible major. 'l'he information contained in 
TABU\ XIX allows the frequency and percentage of these 
majors offered in the teacher-education institutions. 
Fr'~q;r;;1JC"' wrr;.; ~;rcH :~A~JOit~~ I!-! ,\:<:t-:A.- OF ~:;: 'IC 
Aa;· o~·1~:n 4.T Tir-AIJHt',R,.EnJCATIGll 1~1·-~:T!tt;TIO:z:: 
li'.1::ic Eduoatiun 14 62 
Ap!ilied Mu4c 9 !).) 
I~L!c Contpooition B 47 
~luaic 'l'heoly $ 29 
r~u"ic !U.story 'ltlfl Literature 4 24 
~lu.:icology l 06 
Church Hu.~io 1 06 
No .. 1u..1c ::..-,,jor oi'fereci 2 12 
lWI. 21 pf1o tacultitl J.a teoM;r:tdyyUon tnatituUou. 
In euneJin& tl:le size ot tb.e ausic taoultiea in the 
teaol:ler•edllCation 1nat1\ut1oaa1 it was round that \he 
anrac- lnatitution e~~plor• tJOa tour to tive p«rsons on 
tile au1o atatt. One aohool llaa aa IIIIU17 •• anea.t•n 
persons on the auio faoulty and two aOhooll haft only one. 
TABLE XX llhows the trequ•q ot tb.e nuaber of pereons on the 
.aaio faoultiea in the \eaober•e4uoat1on 1nat1tut1one. 
fJitl D 
IIRIIfJ!ER OF rmsorm 01i Tim MUSIO FACUI.fiES OF THE TEACHF.Q.. 
IOOCA!IOI IIS'l'ITU!IaiS D IIOII!B CAllOLIHA 
• f ... 0} penoae Jhq..,. Pv..-
17 l 06 
16 l 06 
10 1 06 
9 l 06 
8 1 06 
6 3 17 
s l 06 
4 ) 17 
3 2 12 
2 1 06 
l 2 12 
..... la.76 'loW.. I 17 100 
nt:uasi!d.t• pdo lmO!lt4ae !ll •!dlb ts!£. tl .. ;tuz 
14••1\101 1112'8 • 
Of tl:le Mverat.•n inatl\aliona allnqe41 1'L •• toWI4 
that o.lll1 18 pv eeat ad!lJintatu •AT tnt of al!io aOhhv...at 
teat to 4iaoonr the auaie aliWtiea of tl:le atwleats before 
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INU'Olliq th8lll in IUlaiO Ol&Q88• '1'.1:118 1mplie8 that 1n 88 per 
oeat of the institutiona, pre-requisites 1a musio are not 
required ot the pl'Oapeothe el .. atary aohool toeoher eiaoe 
no test 18 i1 nn to dete1'Jiiae 1lhe ausio skills and knowl e«p 
ot tbe atw\eat. P1u1•t1o ab1l1111 1e required 1n o.nly at 
per oent ot the 1nat1tutiona. It was not iDdioated Wbethor 
tnh abilitf 8houl4 be poue•e4 by tile atw\eat upon 
entranoe 1a tho eleaental'f e4uoat1on ourrioulwa or 1t U 
JIIWit be aoquired before oomplet1on of the !UOP"•• 
hora the data Molll'84, 1 t was fowd that the highe•t 
paroatace ot instituUoaa, aa f'd' ae1o, require that the 
etudeat 4e"f'''- •1:R7 olook Ut&ra to atu4e.t.toaoh1n&• 
seveat•n per oent ot the inatl\utiona require n!net7 olook 
l!.OUl'a eel 11 per oea require tOI'\J•tiw oloolt houra. 'l'welw 
per oent ot the 1n.t1tuUoaa require e11ht ween u4 two other 
aolloola atipU&te oae quanel!'. 'l'hia 41wra1ty ot t1• 
allotaeat tor aeneral atute.t:-teaohlq oontinuea wUh CBe 
aCillool reqW.rlnc five ••••tara, anotur aix 11eeka, aD4 at111 
another ten weeks. 'l'AJilJI: XU llhowa the ti• allotmct tor 
aeneral. stuclea~teaehiaa 1n tile aeva-. .. n 1n•t1\at1oaa. 
TAILIDI 
TIM1 AIJ.DfMiltl'f JCB GIIIIW. 3'lllDEM'l·ft.t.CHI110 
---·t"- n-.q a or ... eeat. 4J 2 u 
al.oelr...,.. 60 la 23 
$10 ) 17 
6 1 06 
1ll'lelg 8 2 12 
10 1 06 
s ........ i 1 06 
Qaanen 1 2 11 
lo !.Dtl:natd.oa 1 06 
17 lao 
Ia ualrala& the •"'Wlt ot tlae allotted tor auie 
teaonin& h the atudeat-teao.b.illl prop-aa, it was diaoonred 
t.be.t, ot t.b.e aneateen iaa\it\ltloaa, :56 per oent h41oate 
t.be.t DO apeo1t1o tiae alloaat 1a aa4e tol' aWiio teao.b.iq 
ucl \bat 1t 1a lett to tlle dieeretlon ot the a1-nta17 
H.b.ool ontto tMour. Ill a441t1oa, 18 per oent of the 
innlt\1\iona require DO a&Bio teao.b.1131 1n the atu.dant• 
teaohiuc pnpaa. Tu bipest puoeatage ot 1nn1tu.t1ona, 
18 ,per oent, atip\llate tbat fifteen ain\ltea a ctar llb.oul4 be 
deY0\84 tO aWiiO teaOhiDC• 'fABI.J mi abowa the freqlltllOJ 
end peroentaae ot tiae allotact tor auaio teaohinc 1n 
tile ganeral atllclent•teaohing proaraaa of the teaoher• 
eduatioa inat1tut1ona. 
TAU I1I1 
'fiM£ ALJ.D'tltill' POll MUSIC DACHING Dl THE nTtl!D'f.,.TJWmnm 
1'III)(8AM 
---fit ti-. l'nq\llltll4" ,.. ... 
UaiDftla ) 16 
--
30~ 1 06 
liS--- 1 06 
60 ld.mlt4IIJ 1 06 
.) .._..per Glua 1 06 
1 Nl ••ob:l.nc "" 1 06 
n.ad.lll.At ~dl·~ ot orit.l!) 6 ;;; 
IODehqUlnd ) 16 
17 100 
lt\ll!dt .t2r. IW?!niliQP it "''9 moUot :teaollips. 
'fht hl&b.tet. peroutase of the J'eepond&ta, 29 per o&t, 
1a41oated th!t t.ht reeponei~111t1 to!' euperTie1oa ot the mue1c 
pno\ioe teaobiq l'!Bta with the •l•etuy eohool oritie 
t.eaoher, a .. l»eJ' ot the ooUece eduoation etatt, anll a 
lll!lllbe of 1:.11• oollec• aa1o taoulty. Twent.r•three per oent 
of 1:.1le inatit11tiona reponed that 1:.11• auperT1a1aa 1a U.Dder 
the p14anoe of the eleu.n"%'7 eohool o:r1tio tea!her and a 
mellber ot the oollege !4uoat1on etatt. 'l'he tlemcta17 aohool 
or1t1o teaoher baa the aolt reapona1b111t7 tor thia PI'Osram 
in 18 per out of the 1nat1tnioaa ud e per cent plaoe lt 
u4er the auperT1a1on ot a mem'be:r of the oollap education 
atatt and a mea'ber of the oollese aa1o etatt, exolu41q tht 
el•&t.ll%'7 !OhoOl Oritio teaoher &lto&!1:.1l!l'o 'l'AB.LI 1XUl 
oowa tAt trtqueaoy and peroeatq!! ot tht ndoue methode 
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ot aupen1alon ot tbe llWiiC beohine in the general atudent-
teaoh1J:J& progrUUI ot tbe ae-.en~ .. n teaoher•eduoatlon 
inatitlltlona. 
t'ADUIIUII 
PREQIJEIOT or fBI WE or YARIOV8 MEfHO:OO FOR StlPERVISION OF !HI 
MUSIC t'SA.OitlltO IM S'l'UDIII'l'•fiAOHIIO PROORAMS 
El.-tary aabDol cml.tlo teacher, a ''*'' ot 4 2) 
..U..p elmJD'kry .SUIMtlo11 nalt 
~ eCIIIOchl Cl'itlo teaober 
' 
18 
Jllllber ot aollege elealllt.P.l")" edueatlon .Wt 1 06 
M'llll'ber ot ..U..ae eln IR'kl"7 edUlllltiOil at.d't 
aacl acaber ot oelleae .. 10 natt 1 06 
.... 1. teacldnc requiftd 
' 
18 
17 100 
Aft1J.tbl,e pttriala & •n&wm Ja aio t4uoU1on tu. 
•• tl .. !m t4uauoa e1or. 
Ag41o-y1p•l utviala. Of tb.t anent"n 1uU.tut1ona, 
19 per oct otr!l' oou:rata in all41o-Y111Ual Mttr1ala in botb 
&eatr.l e4uoat1on 8Jl4 1111alo e4uU1on. 1::\ome rtaPQil4!11ta 
:reported that tht u .. of audlo-Tiaul uteriala waa 
inoor,porat.e4 in tbt llWI10 M\!locla olaaa. C0111'ata 1a awllo• 
Y11111al •t.:r1ala in seneral eduoation wt:re :repo:rte4 _. 18 per 
oo& of tho roapOAdonta, l8 ,_ oeat otter tAo eotal'ae 1a 
•eio o41loat1on, u4 U JGI' ••t ottu no alldlo•Yiatal. 
1aeuuUon. 'tABLE XUl' llbOwa \lao treque.,. an4 peroetas• 
of eouaea offend 1a aa41o•ri.Ral •tft'lal.t 1n tho toaohel'• 
o4aoat1on 1ntt1t-'1oaa. 
'fABLI ll1l' 
J'RBQUJIII'O!' WITH W!!IOH IISfltll'fiOIII Dl A.DDIO..vtStiAL 
MA'l'Slt:t\1..8 IS lVAILAEU 
fne ot 1.nlrtn.otiflll lftq\1 .. hi' o•t 
A.ud1e-..Ual utenals 1D tpllleJ'lll 
and ~~~t~aic ed.-tion claa.- s 29 
Aadio-ftaVIl -~ 1n p ua.'J. 
edtlO&t1Gil al.&SHII 3 18 
A.U..-fta-.1 uMrl.alal 1n llUitiO 2 12 
Jlolu~otfend 7 41 
17 100 
'M U19Ml pdo teaobig fl4•• One 1tem in the 
qWtlt1onna1:re waa oonoened wit.ll tho na11alt111t7 of r}I,J't.ha, 
b&nl0n1o, u4 1Ul.o41o 1utnaeata; phonopoapha an4 reoo:rd•; 
tape roool'der1; el•cta17 IOJl& booka; end 07 otblr 
•tor1ala »ron4ed tor teaehin& uaie in the el•ctaJ'I' 
aehool. One .lwlld.red pc oent of the M'fetMn 1n1Ut1J:Uon• 
repol'to4 that t.hef' prO'f14o l'h7t.lla 1nat1'Wleata, phono,grapha, 
reoord.a, ud el•ctary eon& laookao 'the auto-harp b 
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proY14ecl bf 'IG per cut ot tho .tas\1\utioas an4 the tue4 
Hlla are uailallle ill 61 per out ot tho sohools. J'ittr-
aine per oent of the :l.alt\1tu'tioas provide tb.e aelo47 fitate 
and. toilette, while the paUer7 ud XJlophoae are ll&de 
aftilabla b 12 per oeat of the sohools. Tape reoo:r<t•s 
are asecl ill DS per oeat aA4 o\ber :l.a.tl'UMAts, part1oularl7 
in the })el'OUHion fPIOUJit a:re l'epoJ'\e4 b7 2i per OS\ Of the 
lnstltutloas. 'f.A.BLB x.rr llhO" t.he tl'eqtaeo.r and peroetage 
ot aftilab1l1t7 of teaohirc aids ill .aus1o 1fh1oh are 
pcrd4e4 1ll the teaoaer-e4uoa111oA ills\1\at.ioas. 
'WI.:t: m 
PIIIQIJBICY WTH '118ICII ADDM~ MUSIC f!AOHING .UDS 
Ail PIOYIDID 
17 100 
17 100 
17 100 
~ * 10 S9 
9 S3 
2 12 
2 12 
s 29 
lote1 In tbll aboh table tbt bequuo1• do 
not tot.al atmmtA«1 DOl' do the pet centaa- eqlllll. 
ODe bailed beoaUM ....,. ot tbe luUwt.lone provide 
.,,.. than one ot the iDIU.oated 1'-a. , 
89 
Byio J2ll ~trl!t Pm14!4 .t2£ lil. a et tflt 
promouu fl.astm t9Aotl twht'• In mne11ns the 
an.1lab11UJ of eoac 'lloou s.a t.k! teaeher•!duoaUon 
1anU11t1o.a.a, 1t •• fou4 \llat 1a relativelr fft 1aatuoea 
•• olllJ ou aeri .. prov11e4; 1a faot, 1n 89 per oea'\ of 
\he 1anltatloaa, all of the five na.ndal'4 pllbU.oatlcca are 
anUa'ble. "'ew IIWtio Bodaou" 1a waed 'by <&'I per out of 
toke aoboela, '"The Amerioaa 81qer" 1• an.Ua'ble 1a 3D per 
oeat, •• •our Slllclns worl4" 1a 18 per out. Twelve per 
o!llt ot \he 1an1tlltlons zoeportecl tllat "A ss.acs.ac Wol'l4" h 
auU.a'ble u4 "!ocetber We S1ac," oae of the 110at reoot 
pu'blioatloaa, 18 118!4 in oa11 6 per oeat of the aohoola. 
bo of tu 1anU11tloaa reponed \hat tl:ler are aow utn.c til! 
1916 !41t1oa of the i11v.r•lu:t!tt aerlea, ~lo tor 
L1v1q .. " 'fABLI XXVI abcnla the trequuoy of the U!! of 'baslo 
e1•eataJ:J aoac aviea 1a tlW teaoher•edllOatlon 1aatltllt1cma. 
!..t.BLB X1U 
PIBQUili:IICY mtl WIOit Tal BA.SIO lm'lE SEIUliS Amt !IAJ'B AVAILABLE 
8 
6 
) 
2 
1 
8 
2 
47 
3S 
18 
12 
06 
29 
12 
Rxtra-ourricular music aoti vi ties !2!:, the elemctal'J' 
education eJor. 
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When considering the availability ot extra-curricular 
lllUsic activities in 'Which a prospective elementary ecb.ool 
teacher ., participate, it was round that 88 per cent or 
the institutions make the chorus available. Tb.e orchestra 
is open to all students in 71 per cent of the institutions, 
and vocal and instrumental enaembles are provided by 64 per 
cent. Glee clubs are open to the education students in 59 
per cent ot the schools and the band b7 53 per cent. One 
school reported that it provided operetta participation for 
interested students and another has a group of madrigal 
singers. TABLE XXVII allows the frequency w1 th which these 
activities are available to the prospective teachers. 
fABLE XXVII 
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH EXTRA..OtTRRICULAR MU~iiC ACTIVITIB'; 
ARE OPEN TO THE ELEMENTARY Elll.CATIOH MAJOR 
Chorus 
Ol'cheetra. 
Activicyo 
Vocal and inetrUIIII'.ntal enHIIIbles 
Glee Club 
Band 
Operetta 
Madrigal singers 
Frequency Per Cfllnt 
lS ea 
12 71 
ll 64 
10 59 
9 53 
1 06 
1 06 
Notet In the above table, the frequencies do 
not total seventeen nor do the percentages equnl one 
hunclred becnuse ·llllll1ir of the institutions offer more 
than one or the indicated activities. 
Mwsio couraes provided t2£ 1Ja PiFOSpeotive elementarz 
school teacher. 
Required couraes. In analyzing the information 
received from the teacher-education institutions regarding 
the required music courses tor the elementary education 
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l!lflj or, it was found that 82 per cent of the schools require 
a course in Elementary School Muaic Methods. The course 
with the next highest percentage was Music Fundamental a, 
required by 65 per cent of the iutitutions. Music History 
and Appreciation ranked next with 29 per cent of the schoola 
requiring it while Music Appreciation is required b;y 24 pt>r 
cant of the achools. Two schoola report that Fundamentals 
ot li4usic and .Eleaentary tichool Music Methods are taught 
as one course • 
.Elective gpurses. When considering the elective 
music courses provided tor the elementary education major, 
it was found that the tv.o courses ottered most frequently 
were Music History and Music Appreciation, both courses 
being offered by 35 per cent ot the institutions. Music 
Fundamentals and the combination course, Music Histor;y and 
A.Ppreciation were both offered by 18 per cent of the schools. 
The remaining courses mentioned by the respondents were 
Music Theory, Church li4usic, Conducting, Music in the 
Curriculum, Problems in Uementary Music, .Elementary School 
Music Methods, and Advanced Music Education. Each of these 
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courses was offered by one institution. TABJ..E XXVIII l/ 
shows the frequency with wtJ.ioh required and elective DlU8io 
courses are offered in tbe teacher-education institutions. 
TA!I.E XUUI 
FREQUENCY NIT!' iof!ICH REQUIRED AND ELECTIVS HU';IC COURSES 
ARE PROVIDED FOR ELEMEHTARY EDOOATION r'.AJORS 
Couree Frequency Per cent 
Required 
Elementary School Music Methods l4 82 
Mullic Fundmnentals ll 65 
Music History snd Appreciation 5 29 
Music Appreciation 4 24 
Fund811lenta l8 or Mu10 ic and 
Element~>ry Music Hethods 2 12 
Elective 
?U51c History 6 35 
Music Appreciation 6 35 
Music FUndAmentals 3 18 
Mueio History and Appreciation 3 18 
Music 'l'beory l 06 
Church Music 1 06 
Conductina 1 06 
Music in the Currlcul'tllll 1 06 
ProbleiU in Elementnry Mu.eio 1 06 
Kl.ement:>ry Mudc Methods l 06 
Advanced Music Eduoaticm 1 06 
Note1 In the above table, the frequencies do not 
total seventeen nor do the percentages eqUIIl or.e hundred 
because in many cat:es an institu:t.ion offers more th~n one 
of the indicated courses. 
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Applied music courses. The final consideration in 
the survey or available music experieooes tor the prospect! ve 
elementary school teacher was concerned with the opportunities 
tor applied music study. Through an analysis or the responses-
it was round that 76 per cent or the institutions offer 
piano instruction_ either class or priv~te lessons. Voice 
study ranks next with 71 per cent or the schools providing 
this area or applied music. otudy in brass and woodwind 
instruments is available in 47 per cent or the schools and 
strings in 35 per cent. Percussion instruments are provided 
in 6 per cant or the institutions, as is organ instruction. 
No applied music study is available in 12 per cant or the 
schools. TABLE XXIX Shows the frequency with which applied 
music study is ortered by the teacher-education institutions. 
T.&m.E mx 
FREQUEllOY WITH WHICH AP?LifD HUSIC niSTilUCTIOll IS 
PROVIDED FOR THE SLEMENTARY EDtCATION MI\JOR 
Area of applied lliUIJic 
Piano 
Voice 
Bl'ase illll tlMa«lte 
iboclv1nd illlltnaenta 
PerCl18sion instr.ellts 
String inatrwaents 
Organ 
None Jll'OVideci 
f'requencv Per cent 
13 76 
l2 7l 
8 47 
8 47 
7 hl 
6 JS 
l 06 
2 l2 
Note1 In the above table, the frequencies 
do mt total seventeen nor do tbe percentages 
equal one hUDdred because an L'1st1tut1on 111ay offer 
instruction in more th~n one of the indiCAted ~reas. 
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Comments volunteered At m@bers 2L ~ music faculties .2!.!!!!, 
teacb@r-!dupation institutions. 
Many of the respondents to the questionnaire 
volunteered opinions concerning the music preparation of the 
elementary classroom teacber. These observations indicate 
that many or the music educators in the institutions feel 
that there is urgent need for implementation or the music 
curriculum tor the prospective elementary school teacher. 
The oolllll.ents are as 1'ollows1 
In North Carolina only six seaester hours of credit 
are required tor elamen tary education. This should be . 
raised, Next year a meeting to raise these standards 
is to be called by the North Carolina State Department 
ot Public Instruction. 
Ours (the music curriculum) is fairly adequate, but 
must constantly be made more practical to the teacher 
and pupil needs. Pr1 vate lessons and ensemble partici-
pation should be streased as desirable experiences for 
all students and should be acquired as freshmen and 
sophomores. Instructors must know what the modern 
classroom trends are, both in teaching fundamentals 
and ln music appreciation. 
Elementary education students come to music courses 
with varied backgrounds and abilities. oo!lXl have minored 
in music--others have no background at all. I hope to 
have class piano a required part of the elementary 
education curriculum with basic theory taught jointly 
for those who have not re,.>ohed a minimum efficiency in 
piano and music fundamental&. 
In general, I feel that the elementary education 
student ~ould have more practical experience with 
music si tuativns and this under supervision. Too 
little opportuni~ is provided in the routine practice 
tetich!ng program. 
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A good idea would be to have two short courses; (1) 
sigbt-reading, dictation chords, elementary harmony, 
accompanying, etc., and t2l elementary music procedures. 
We try to make our music courses for the education 
maJor as effective as possible but there are some things 
we can not do as well as we would like. lfor one thing, 
our classrooms are small IUld we cannot do the rhythm 
work we would very much like to do. Also, we have very 
few instruments such as auto-harps, tuned bells, and so 
on, so that it is very difficult to require seventy 
girls a yenr to gain eny degree of proficiency on these 
instruments ••• Unfortunately, our education majora 
are not required to teach music as part of their student 
teaching, but I am glad to say that many of them teach 
in our city schools (rather than in our campus training 
school) and are asked by the classroom teacher under 
whom they do their practice-teaching, to take over the 
music. .lolany o1' our students have some very challenging 
and interesting experiences teaching music but they are 
not required to do it as a part ot their teaching. I 
wish they could be, for most of them will be asked to 
take over the music when they get out in places or their 
own. 
We otter the minimum in courses tor the elementary 
education major. I would like to see, eventually, 
courses in class piano, class voice, and appreciation 
of music ortered in addition to the ones now required. 
The courses in music offered here do not meet the 
needs or the students for many principals ask tor 
elementary teachers who may play tor operettas ••• 
We are unable to turniah such persons as emphasis has 
not been placed on music. Otten, we, the music start, 
are told "the curriculum is too crowded for additional 
subjects." 
The classroom teacher 1n North Carolina is expected 
to do whatever music is done. .:::iome do••many don•t. I 
find that those who do music in the classroom are, with 
few exceptions, the ones who had some music 1n their 
background prior to college entrance. It is practically 
impossible to equip a person to teach music in the 
required six semester hours unless the.t person has had 
some previous experience w1 th music. as the above 
information (in the questionnaire) might seem to indicate, 
there is ample opportunity to receive training and add 
to one's background--but generally speaking, the 
elementary education majora have neither the interest 
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nor the time. I have found that Education Department 
people still consider music to be a tad and do not 
encourage their students to add to their teaching 
equipment by participating in extra-curricular activities. 
There is a move on in North Carolina, among those ot us 
who teach music education courses, to ask tor additional 
requirements (time wise) in the preparation ot elementary 
ed110ation majors. As tor implementation, I think there 
anould be required work in piano and voice as tool 
subjects, separate and apart trom what is done in the 
three required music courses. A more caretul screening 
ot prospect! ve classroom teachers would be a step 1n 
the right direction--but such would never be accepted 
by the people in the Education Department. 
s"mm!"· 
The second section ot the preceding chapter has been 
concerned with the presentation of data received trom the 
questionnaire distributed to members of the music faculties 
of the teacher-education institutions. Through this 
information, it is hoped that some conclusions can be 
drawn relative to the extent to which these institutions 
are meeting the music needs ot the elementary classroom 
teachers. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY, CONCl..USIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The preparation of the elementary classroom teacher 
in all areas of concentration is an issue with which educators 
are concerned. This teacher is a vital force in the education 
of children, particularly since the advent of the philosophy 
of the self-contained classroom. The trend toward this 
ty." of classroom situation demands that the classroom 
teacher be well-prepared in all areas of education. The 
present study is concerned specifically with the music 
preparation of the classroom teacher in North Carolina. An 
effort was made to determine the extent to which the teacher-
education institutions in the State are meeting the music 
needs of these elementary classroom teachers. 
I. SUWIARY 
To secure data relative to this problem, questionnaires 
were distributed to selected in-service elementary school 
teachers in North Carolina to ascertain their pre-service 
music backgrounds, The information contained 1n this 
questionnaire related to the music experiences of the teacher 
prior to her enrollment in the teacher-education institution 
and those experiences which were gained while in attendance 
at the institution. A second questionnaire was sent to 
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members ot the music faculties ot the teacher-education 
institutions in North Carolina--institutions which grant 
degrees in Elementary SOhool Education. This questionnaire 
was concerned with the music experiences which are, provided 
tor the prospective elementary school teacher by the 
institutions. From the data received in the two 
questionnaires, conclusions were reached which would indicate 
the extent to which the teacher-education institutions are 
meeting the music needs ot the classroom. teacher. 
Literature related to the present topic was reviewed 
and it was found that previously conducted studies on the 
topic all indicate a greut need tor improvement in the music 
preparation ot the classroom. teacher. It is hoped that the 
present study will add information to the existent knowledge 
by indicating the specific areas ot music in which the 
maJority ot elementary school teachers may be deficient. 
To make the study more meaningful, a chapter was 
included which re-emphasizes the role which music can play 
in the program ot elementary eduoation. The issue ot the 
music preparation ot the classroom teacher can not be recognized 
as a problem. unless educators and administrators, as well as 
teachers, realize the importance ot music tor all children and 
adults. Until music is recognized as having important 
contributions to make to the educational program, little 
attention will be given to the improvement ot the music program 
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in the elementary schools. 
The information derived from the questionnaires 
which were sent to members of the music faculties or the 
teacher-education institutions was evaluated in the light of 
the data secured from the co~leted questionnaires returned 
by the selected elementary aohool teachers. Responses to the 
questionnaires were tabulated and presented in frequency 
tables. In addition, unstructured comments, which were 
related to the problem of the music preparation or the 
elementary classroom teacher, were volunteered by the 
respondents and were reported in the study. 
II. CONCLUSIONS 
From the data derived from the survey, it was possible 
to arrive at certain conclusions concerning the music 
preparation or the elementary classroom teacher. For 
convenience, these conclusions will be listed according to 
the appearance of items on the questionnaires. 
1. More than one-third of the sampling or elementary 
school teachers lack confidence in their ability to teach 
muaic and reel that the music program for which they are 
responsible 1a inadequate. This leads to the assumption that 
one-third or the element .. ry aohool children are receiving 
inadequate music education. It was gratifying to discover 
that two-thirds of the teachers feel that they are able to 
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present a satistactor,y music proaram, however, music educators 
muat be concerned with the one-third who express a feeling of 
inadequacy, tor music is the heritage of !ll children and 
each of them must have music taU&ht by competent pereons. 
2. Of the total sampling of elementary school teachers, 
three-torthe are responsible tor teaching music in the 
classroom. It was noticed that of these toaohers who are 
responsible tor music, 35 per cent are those teachers who 
expressed a reeling of inadequacy in music teaohins. The 
problem of music in the elelllCtary school end the ability of 
the classroom teacher to auw. the respona1 bility ror this 
program would not be as serious it some form ot assistance 1n 
music could be provided ror the classroom teacher. This, 
however, is not always the caee. Almost one-halt or the 
classroom teachers have no au1stance in the music program and 
when a music specialist is available, it was round that little 
time is given by them to epecitic classes. 
3. Music courses of study are provided tor the maJoritr 
ot the elementary school teachers by the state Department of 
~duoation. However, it was found that most of the teachers 
used it only occasL.>nally. This occasional use of the OOIU'ae 
ot study could be due to (1) the impracticality of the manual 
tor the teacher who does not have a music background, or (2) 
the fact that the course or study, which is divided into 
grade levels, does not take into consideration the music 
capabilities of the children in .. ch class and, therefore, 
18 too adTIU'lced. for some situations. 
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4. J'rom the responses to the teacher questionnaires, 
it was fo~~nd that the teachers who felt that they were capable 
of producing an effective mueic program in the class were the 
ones who had opportunities for applied music study prior to 
their entrance 1n the teacher-education institutions. It is 
true that some of the teachers who felt insecure in their 
music teaching ability had some applied music study also, 
however, it was to a lesser degree. This fact leads one to 
believe thet the amo~~nt of pre-college music experiences 
posaeesed by a teacher has a significant effect on the music 
teaching capabilities of the teacher. It was foW1d that, 
although opportunities for applied music study were available 
1n most of the teacher-education institutions, more than one-
half of the elementary school teachers did not elect to take 
this instruction. Of those who did, it appeared that the 
teachers who had engaged in applied music study prior to college 
entrance continued such study during their college preparation. 
In the group of teachers who felt insecure in their music 
teaching ability, ae per cent had no applied music study in 
college, whereas in the group of teachers who felt confident 
in music teaching, only 12.5 per cent had no applied music 
study 1n the teaoher•education institution. It would appear 
that if some type of aohievemeot teat in music skills and 
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knowledge were administered to prospective elaaantery school 
teachers, elective or required music experiences could be 
imposed upon or suggested to those with the meagre musio 
backgrounds. 
5. The Dopartme.nt or Public Instruction of North 
Caroli.na roquires that a proapective olementacy school teacher 
must have at least six semester hours in music in order to 
be certified as an elemantacy school teacher. From the survey 
of the music curriculums of the teacher-education institutions, 
it was fou.nd that all of the inatitutions provided the 
necessary semester hours 1n music and that, in addition, other 
IIUSiC courses were offered in tile school. Eighty-eight per 
cent or the echools list one or more maJors in various areas 
of music study. 'l'he availability of music courses in en 
institution can be an important factor in the preparation or 
the elementacy school teacher. The data i.ndicate that IIBD.7 
of the stude.nta enter the inatitutions of higher lear.ni.ng 
with limited music backgrounds and it is often neoessal')' 
that courses be made anilable that will supplement tllia 
background. It an institution offers a major in any area 
ot music, it would appear that there would be some courses 
whiCh the no.n-music major oould take as electives. The data 
reveal that musio col<rses are available to the prospeotive 
elementary school teachers in the institutions, but it is 
apparent from the survey t.bat they are not takins advantage 
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ot the opportunities. It was found that, when electives 
in music were taken, it was the teacher who now reels 
confident in the music program who took them. or the teachers 
who reported a feeling ot insecurity in the music program, 
only one took an elective in music in the teacher-education 
institution. This situation could be due to the tact that 
(1) the pro~Jpeot1ve elementary school teachers are not urged 
to take music electives because the importance ot such study 
is not realized by the education departments, (2) the courses 
are not open to the non-music major, (3) the elementary 
education student has a schedule which will not allow the 
inclusion ot additional courses, or (4) the music backgrounds 
ot the elementary education students do not permit their 
entrance into music courses which require a pre-requisite 
knowledge of music. 
I.n the area or required music courses, it was round 
that a variance existed in the course titles and the amount 
ot credit given tor the courses. All of the institutions 
provided six semester hours or music (or the equivalent) 
as required by the State. However, there was a difference 
noted in the t7pe of cours required end in the emphasis 
placed on the cour.se content. Over one-half of the 
elementary school teaohers reported that they had taken MUsio 
Appreciation as the required music course and, in some 
instances, this course carried the needed six semester hours. 
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O.ul.7 02 per oent ot the total sampling ot elaaentary sOhool 
teachers reported that tbey were required to take ~lemeotar,r 
SChool Music llet.l!Dda and cmly ~ per cut wue required to 
take Mwlic FuadllliUIIltala. .li:ipt per cent ot the teachers 
reported that they had been required to take no mueio courses 
during their college preparation. 
From an analysis ot the data, it would appear that 
the music proficiency ot the elanentary school teacher lessens 
with the decrease in the music courses taken in the teacher-
education institutions. It could be conc~ded that, even 
thQU&b music courses are provided and the average music 
taoulty is large enough to provide classes tor these students, 
the percentage ot elementary school education majora eJl8aging 
in music experiences is relatively small. 
6. From the d<1ta secured from the teacher-education 
institutions, it was found thPt tbere was little consistency 
in the amount ot time devoted to music teaching during the 
student-teaching experiences ot the prospective elementary 
classroom tauoher. The amount of time devoted to musio 
teachina in the student-teaching program varied with eaoh 
institution. 'l'he higlleet perceatage or schools reported 
tl:lat tbe music teaching tilll8 was flexible and was lett to 
the discretion of tne elementtlr.F school cl'itio teacher. In 
three or the institutions, it was touad that no mwaio 
teaching was requiren ot the prospective elementary sohool 
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teacher. When music teaching was required, it was tow:ld that 
the methods for supervision or this program varied. In a 
maJority of the institutions, responsibility for supervision 
was given to a member of the college elementary education 
start, a member of the college music faculty, and the 
elemontery school critic teacher. In some situations, the 
maJor proportion ot suoh supervision was dor;e by the oritio 
teacher in the particular elem.atary school in which the 
student-teaching was taking pl&oe. Otten the results were 
tOWld to be undesirous becauae the elementary school teacher 
was not competent 1n the teaching of music and is, therefore, 
incapable ot assisting the student teacher. 
7. An important consideration in the music preparation 
ot the classroom teacher is knowledse of the possible tools 
which might be used to further the music program of the school. 
The maJority of institutions reported that no provisions 
we;.·e made tor instruotio:; in the use of audio-visual materials, 
eithc 1n general edllCation or in lllllsic education. All of 
the investigated institutions ~rovided rhythm instruments, 
phonographs, records, and elementary basic aong aerie• tor 
the elementary education major. '.!:he majority of the schools 
also made available auto-harp•, tuned bells, me~ody flutes, 
\Onettee, and various percussion instruments. Regarl11Jl8 the 
elementary song books, it wae found that all of the 
in.titutions provided one or more of the standard basio series 
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and over one-fourth ot the aohools make available all ot 
the recognized series. The series in most common ~se was 
the "New Music Horizons Series,., which is the State adopted 
te~ in North Carolina. 
e. Participation in IIIWiio organizations and extra-
curricular music activities can add muoh to the knowledge 
and skills 1n musio whioh an elementary classroom teacher 
should possess in order to oarry on an effective musio 
program. A teacher who has BUD& in a vooal group or plqed 
in an instrumental organization will have a better under-
standing ot the fundamentals ot music and will be better 
a\:lle to provide similar experiences tor those whom she will 
teaoh. The majority ot the institutions provided opportunity 
tor the inclusion ot the prospective elementary aohool 
teacher 1n extra-curricular musio activities provided they 
could meet the necessary qualifications tor .membersllip. 
9. AlmOst two-thirds of the elementary school teachers 
expressed the opinion that in-service music opportunities 
were valuable tor the el•antary IIChool te!ioher. One-third 
of them oonllidered it to be necessary. It was interesting 
to note that no teacher expressed the feeling that this 
type ot education was unnecessary. 
10. When asked to evaluate their own proticienoiea 
in apecitio areas ot music, the responses or the te<"chera 
made it evident that (1) over one•halt ot them telt that they 
possessed average ability in the are:1s of: 
a. 
b. 
Co 
d. 
e. 
r. 
g. 
h. 
Jllllsic notation, 
knowledge of key sig.a.tures, 
ability to teach rote songs, 
elementary school lllllsic methods, 
ability to provide oreat1ve experiences for 
children, 
ability to arouse enthusiasm for music, 
knowledge of audio-vill\lal materials, 
knowledge or orchestral 1nstrwaents; and 
(2) more than one-halt or the total sampling of tee.ob.era 
felt that they were poorly prepared in the areas of: 
a. knowledge of the use of rhythmic instruments, 
bo knowledge of the use of bar1110nio 1nstrumcts, 
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c. knowledae of the UM ot melodic instl'lllllll!mts, and 
d. pianistic ability. 
When considering the "three SZ'OUP8" Of elamctary classroom 
teachers••"competent," "adequate," and "inadequate"--it was 
t~ that the self-evaluated opiaions of capability decreased 
from excellent to poor with the "inadequate" teachers feeling 
less secure in their abUSt1.,.; 1:2. the specific areas ot 
music. 
It seems losical to conclude, on the basis of the data, 
that there exists a definite deficiency in the amount of 
pre-service music experiences engaged in by the elementary 
classroom teacb.er. Tb.is 1s shoWn by the peroctage of the 
total saapling of te~chera who felt inadequately prepared to 
teach JII.Usio in the elementary school and b1 the i'e.ot that 
these teachers have had a minimua ot or, in some oases, no 
musical exper1eaoea. It is evident that the teacher-
eJueation institutions are only partly meeting the music 
needs of the prospeoti ve elementary school teacher, for 
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it appears that the teachers Who noV~ teal that they are 
capable of presenting an effective school music program are 
the ones who had music experiences prior to their entrance 
1n the teacher-education ins•it~t1ons. (~ supra, TABLE 
XIII, P• &4) 
III. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Through an analysis of the data received from the 
questionnaires to the element&l'f classroom teachers and 
the members ot the music faculties of the teacher•education 
institutions, it is evident that certain recommendations 
might beo made with reference to the lii.USio education received. 
by the prospective elementary classroom teacher in the 
teaober-eduoation institutions. These recommendations 
evolved from the self-evaluated capabilities in mueio 
teaching as expressed by the selected elementary classroom 
teachers and the music experiences which were provided by 
the teacher-eduoation ill8titutiona. 
1. ior as lOJl6 a tiu as elementary school teachers 
reel insecure in the teaching of music, some type of music 
supervision or assistance must be provided. This must be 
done to assure all elementary aohool children of a rich 
JllllSic l)aoqrouJld. Whether this supervision is given b)' the 
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music supervisor, the music consUltant, or a special music 
teacher would be depcdent upon the situation. Too many 
teachers who teel that their music teaching ability is 
inadequate have little or no assistance in the music progrem. 
a. Betore a student 1a enrolled in music classes in 
the teacher-education institutions, a music achievement test 
ehuuld be administered to ascertain the music bacqroUDd or 
the student and thus enable counselors to direct the student 
into classes commensurate with his ability. 
3. The student-teaching program should incl\l'l.e 
provisions tor experience in music teaching. This music 
teaching should be supervised by a person, whether from the 
statt ot the teacher-education institution or from the 
el8111.enL.ry school, who is capable of evaluating the music 
teaohinC abilities ot the student and be able to give 
assistance and advice when it is needed. 
4. Becauae of th- fact that so many of the prospective 
el.nentary sohool teachers have limited music backgrounds, 
teacher-education institutions should provide opportunities 
tor the supplementing ot this background. It possible, 
every elementary aohool teacher should be able to perform on 
some usical inati'Wifill.t. It the prospective teacher haa had 
no applied music experiences, cldsa i~struotion or individual 
lasaona should be arrenged. The music courses which the 
student is required to take should depend upon their music 
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backgrounds, which could be ascertained. 
5. Teacher•eduoat1on institutions should make 
available instruction in the use ot teaching aids tor 1111s1c 
1n the elementa17 sohool. These materials might include 
such things as audio-Yiaual material, instruments, elementury 
song books, phonographs, and recorda. It will be advantageous 
to the prospective elementa17 school teacher it the use ot 
te~ching aids in the institution follows the same pattern 
which will be used in utilizing this equipment and aaterial 
1n the elementary school classroom situation. 
e. More consideration should be given to the courses 
required of the elementary eduoation major. Uniformity ot 
courses and the content, and the time allotted to eaoh ot 
tne courses, should be standardized by the State Department 
ot Eduoation. Additional .11111sic courses should be required 
ot thoae students whose music baoqrounds warrant it. It 
possible, the-number of music courses required ot the 
elementary education student aboul4 be inoreused. 
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QUESTIONNAIRli: TO TEACHER•EDUCATION n'STITUTIONS 
A SURVEY .AND ANALY.:JIS OF THE PROFESSIONAL Plffil'ARATION IN MUSIC 
OF THE :E!XM!GNTJiliY CLASSROOM TEACHER 
l. 
2. 
4. 
6. 
7. 
e. 
How many persons are on the music faculty in the institution? 
Is a maJor offered 1n any of the tollowine areas ot music: 
_Musio Education _Music Theory _Music Composition 
~pplied MUsic ____ Music History and Literature 
Others ---------------------------------------------
Are placement tests 1n music achievEment given to elementary 
education majors prior to their enrollment in music classes? 
yes _no_ 
If the answer to ff3 is yes, what specific tests are used? 
What is the amount of time (cloo.lt hours, weeks, semesters, 
or quarters) allotted for student teachkn6 tor the 
elementary education major? --------------------------
What is the average amount ot time allotted for !!IJ.l.IU.!t 
teachinp; in this student teaching program? per aay-__ 
---------per week,_ ___ _ 
Is the music practice teaching supervised by an elementary 
school critic teacher , a member ot the college 
elementarr education staff ___ , a member of the college 
music atatt ___ , or all thr .. ___ ? 
Is pianistic ability required of a prospective elementary 
school teacher? yes _ no _ 
Are classes in audio-visual materials 1n general education 
T =:orr and/or music education offered at the liisUtution? -
(continued on the following page) 
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QUESTIONNAIRE TO TE.ACHiil<·EDUOATION I :STITUTIONS (continued) 
10. What music equipment or materials are provided tor the 
use or the elementary education major? 
1. rhrthJ!Iic instrumenta _ 5. harmonic instruments 
2. eelodx lDgtrumeD~• a. auto-harp b. others 
a. tuned bells 
-b. melody flute 
-c. tonettes 
-6. phonograph do others 7. records 
a. others 
3. tape recorder 
-4. elementary solli books_ 
11. What basic music aeries is available to the alementa ry 
education major? 
_ A SINGING ViORLD, C. 0. Birchard & Company 
_NEW MUSIC HORIZONS, Silver-Burdett Company 
_OUR SINGING WORLD, Ginn & Company 
_THE AMERICAN SINGER, American Book Company 
_TOGETHER WE SING, Follett Publishing Company 
12. What extra-curricular musio activities are open to the 
elementary education major? 
chorus_ glee club_ orchestra_ band_ 
ensembles_ others -----------------------------------
13. What is your opinion concerning the effectiveness or 
the music education program for the elementary education 
maJor? Would you otter any suggestions for its 
implementation? (The back ot this form may be used tor 
additional comments.) 
(continued on the following page) 
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QUESTIONlWRE TO TEACHER-EWCATION INSTITUTIONS (continued) 
14. Are aD7 ot the following music courses offered the 
elementary education major? (Indicate whether the course 
is required or elective. the number ot credits received 
tor the course am 1n the case of applied music, whether 
the instruction is individual or class). 
COURSE T:rri.E ~QUIR.ED ELECTIVE CREDITS SEMESTER QUARTER 
MUSIC EDUCATION 
Fundamentals of Music 
History of Music 
History & Appreciation 
Appreciation of Music 
Elementary School .Methods 
OTlli::RS 
A?PLIE.I.l MU:.>IC IN::>TRU TION 
PRIVATE CLAS~ 
Pimo 
Strings 
Brass 
Woodwinds 
Percussions 
Voice 
Organ 
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QUEb'TIONNAIRE TO El.EMEN'J.'AHY CLASSROOM TEACHER 
A SURV.li.'Y AND AN.ALYSIS Ol!' TID.: PROFE&:liONAL PlillPARATION IN MUSIC 
OF Tllli ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM TEACHER 
1. From what teucher-education institution did you graduate? 
-----------------------------------Year __________ _ 
2. How long have you taught in the elementary school? 
-----years 
3. Wbat grade do you teach? (circle one) K l 2 3 4 5 
6 7 8 
4. Are you responsible for the teachbg or music in your 
class? yes ____ no _____ 
5. Is a music supervisor_, music consultant_, or 
special music teacher_ employed in your sChool? 
6. I! one or the above is employed, how much time (hours) 
does she give to your class per day _____ , per week,_ __ , per month._ ____ , others _______________________________ .• 
7. What do you feel is the extent of your ability to teach 
music to the elementary school child? competent __ 
adequate inadequate __ _ 
e. 
10. 
Is a course of study or teaching guide in music provided 
tor you by the State __ , City , or Cou.nty_ 
Board of Education? 
do you make If I!IUCh a guide is provided, to what extent 
use or it? very often , frequently_, 
occasionally_, rarelY:: or never _____ • 
What is your opinion concerning the need for in-service 
opportunities in music for the elementary classroom 
teacher? valuable necessary __ unnecessary _____ .• 
(continued on the following page) 
io~,UEl:.ITIONNAIRE TO ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM TEACHER (continued) 
ll. Indicate the number of years or semesters that you have 
studied or have had experience in any of the tollowinc 
areas. (refers to pre-teaching experiences or study) 
Area outside elementary high of school school school college 
Private piano 
Class piano 
Private voice 
Class voice 
Instrumental study 
Glee club and/or chorus 
Band and/or orchestra 
12. Check the required and elective music courses which 
you had while attending the teacher-education institution. 
Indicate number of semester or quarter hours credit 
received tor each course. 
number 
Name of course required elective ot credits 
Music Fundamentals 
Music Appreciation 
Music History ~ Appreciation 
Elemantacy School Music Methods 
Others 
(continued on the following page) 
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\tUESTIONNAIRE TO iLEMENTARY CLASSROOM TEACHER (continued) 
13. Indicate, by a check, your proficiency in the following 
areas of music. 
Area ~oellent average poor 
Ability to read music notation 
Knowledge of key ai~aturea 
Ability to teach rote songs 
J'amiliarity with orchestral instrWUilts 
Knowledge of materials tor elementary 
school 1111sio 
Ability to provide creative 
experiences tor pupils 
Pianistic ability 
Use of rh7thm instruments 
Use ot melodic instruments (such aa 
tonette, melody flute) 
--
Use of harmonic instruments (such as 
auto•harp) 
Ability to arouse enthusiasm for music 
Knowledge ot available audio-
visual materials 
14. If you have opinions concerning courses or skills 1n 
1111sio whioh should be given more emphasis 1n the 
ele~~~&tal'T education curriculums ot the teacher-
education institutions1 please feel tree to express them on the back ot thl.s form. 
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L.lfi'TER OF TRAN8MI'l"l'AL 
April 1957 
To The Elementary School Principal: 
As a partial requirement tor the Masters Degree in Music 
:Education rrom. Boston University, I am. conducting a survey 
ot the pre-service music preparation ot the elementary 
classroom. teacher. I believe that suob. a study is needed 
to re-emphasize the contributions which music otters to the 
over-all objectives ot elementary education as well as to 
determine, as tar as possible, whether the teacher-education 
institutions are meeting the needs or the elementary school 
teacher in the light or the music background Which lhe 
possesses. 
In order to determine the music background or tne teacher, I 
am sending questionnaires to elementary school teachers in 
the field. Since a mailing list ot such teachers is dittioult 
to obtain, I am soliciting your assistance in this project. 
Will you give the enclosed torm to a teacher in your school, 
preferably one who has graduated from a teacher-education 
institution in Nortb Carolina. 
I hope that you can see value in such a study and will urge 
the cooperation or the teacher to whom JOU g1 ve the form. 
This studf will be objective and no mention will be l!Bde or 
individuals or schools by name, bllt to elementary school 
teachers as a group. I do not wish to impose upon your 
time with this request, but I hope that you will be able 
to comply with it. Your contribution to the study will be 
greatly appreciated and your prompt attention is requested. 
Ver~ sinoe;~)Y yours, / C~u--&;t~ 
ciara Otis Edmonds 
.&:no. 
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 
April 1957 
To The Elementary Classroom Teacher 
The quality and effectiveness of the program of elementary 
education is one of the vital issues facing educators today. 
studies are being made constantly to ascertain methods tor 
the improvement of the pre-service education of the 
elementary classroom teacher for the educational program 
is only as effective as the teachers who are responsible for 
it. One of the important areas in childhood education is 
music and it is with this phase of teacher-education that 
the enclosed questionnaire is concerned. Objective information 
in this area is needed for school music depends on the 
classroom teacher who is the most important single factor in 
a successfal school music program. 
I should be very grateful to you it you would till out this 
form. and return it to me in the stamped, addressed envelope. 
No signature or other identifying information is required 
and in the study no reference will be made to individuals or 
schools but to the elementary sehool teachers as a group. 
It is hoped that each teacher contacted will contribute to 
making the study a reality and your prompt attention in 
this matter will be greatly appreciated. 
Ve·r~y sin. c;JJ:~l y.ours, 
1 / ·C!2 _t ~ (k..L-- r.J ~' •&C"'i7 :.r 
Cl ra Otis Edmonds · 
Enc • 
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Lli.'TTER OF TRANSMITTAL 
April 1957 
To Tbe Head of the Music DepartmeDt 
As a partial requirement for th• Masters Degree in Music 
£ducation from. Boston Universi tr. I am. conducting a survey 
of the music preparation of the elementary classrooa teacher. 
This study will be concerned with (l) contributions of music 
to the general education prograa. (2) the music proficiencies 
necessary for the elementary sohool teacher. (0) the extent 
to which the teacher-education institutions are meeting the 
needs of the prospective teacher in the light of the varied 
IINSio baclcgroWldS of the elementary education majors. and 
(4) susgestions for the improvauant or the music co:npetancy 
of the elemctary classroom tee.cher. 
I am contacting you because as a membar of the music 
department in your institution you are aware of the contri-
bution which music can and does make to the elementary 
education program. However, if there is another person on 
the music faculty who is more actively involved with music 
courses for the elementary education major than you might be 0 
will you pass this letter and enclosed form to them. I feel 
that your department is in a position to contribute pertinent 
inforl!l!l. tion to this study. 
I would be grateful to you if you will fill out the form and 
retum it to me in the stamped. addressed envelope. This 
stucJT will be objeo1:i ve and no mention will be made of 
individuals or schools by name. but as a group. I sincerely 
hope that you can see value in suoh a study. Your contri-
bution will be greutly appreciated and your prompt attention 
in this matter is requested. 
Ver~;sincer~ yours, 
{l~ti'?;;£.~ 
eno. 
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FOLLOW-UP POSTAL CARD 
May '· 1957 
Dear Sir; 
On April 6th, a f'orm concerned with the music preparation 
of' the elementary classroom teacher 'WB.S sent to your 
oftice to be given to and tilled out by a teacher. At 
the present time, no completed return has been received 
trom your school and this card is being sent as a 
reminder. 
I realize that school personnel has little time to 
devote to this type of' activity, especially at this t11'118 
ot year. However, the completion ot an important study 
is dependent upon my receiving the torm. Will you urge 
the teacher to whom you gave the material to fill it 
out and return it to me at her earliest convenience? 
::>ince~ly, j 
C)- Od ~.~,..t 
Clara Otis Edmonda 
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TABLE XXX 
ELEMmlT.\RT SCl!OOW HI NORTH CAHOL:U!A ;.~n:r; PHr'CIPAL' '>I'SRE 
CO!lTACTED TO msTRIBUTE QUESTIOt:mAI!il':o TO 
ELOO?lTA?.Y CLI\:'.SROOM TEACWTIS 
White !lagro Indian 
Al.aaanee 1951 18 X 
Alexandt>r 
-
28 X 
AlleghllJ\V' 1955 24 X 
Ana on 1955 11 :X 
Ashe 1952 18 X 
J\Yery 1952 10 X 
Beaufort. 1952 26 X 
Bertie 
-
8 X 
mad en 1954 14 X 
Brunswick 1952 26 :X 
Buncombe 1946 25 X 
Burke 1951 lO X 
Cabarrua 1952 27 X 
Caldvell 1952 27 X 
CUden 
--
14 X 
Cateret 1955 16 X 
Ca8vell 1954 6 X 
Catawba 1955 6 X 
Ohatbaa 1951 12 X 
Cherokee 1953 26 X 
Cbowan 1955 12 X 
Cltq 
-
20 X 
Cleveland 1953 11 X 
Co1\Jibas 1952 12 X 
Cra1e11 1954 11 X 
C\aberl.lmd 1953 14 X 
CUl"''1 tuck 
-
lO X 
Ian 1952 6 X 
Dav:l.daon 1946 9 X 
Dav:l.e 1952 18 X 
Dupl~n 1953 18 X 
Durluul 1954 14 X 
EdgeCIOIIIb 1953 38 X 
(continued on the f'olloWln;; page) 
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TABLE XXX (continued) 
School location Tear or Number or White (county) accreditation teachers Negro Indian 
-Forsyth 1952 36 X 
Franklin 1952 6 X 
G~ston 1952 10 X 
Gates 195.3 10 X 
Graham 
-
.)1. X 
Granville 1945 .36 X 
Greene 1940 9 X 
Gui.li'ord 1955 11 X 
Hal.itax 1939 18 X 
Harnett 19h1 18 X 
Ha,ywood 1952 19 X 
Henderson 1952 ll X 
Herti'ord 19Sl 23 X 
Hoke 1940 27 X 
llYde 1951 7 X 
Iredell 1954 10 X 
Jackson 1955 12 X 
Johnston 19.54 1.3 X 
Jones 19Sl 1.3 X 
LGe 1954 2l. X 
I.enoir 1950 36 X 
Lincoln 19h5 6 X 
Macon 195.3 9 X 
~iildioon 1953 9 X 
:1artin 1952 12 X 
Me LOwell 1952 8 X 
'-eck:1enburg 1952 2l. X 
Mitchell 1952 B X 
~:Ontgoruery 1953 14 X 
Moore 1952 12 X 
Nash 1954 10 X 
New Hanover 19h0 12 X 
Northampton 1941 17 X 
Cnslow 
-
11 X 
Oranpe 1954 9 X 
Pmnlico 1955 9 X 
Pasquot."lllk 1955 9 X 
Pender 191•2 1.3 X 
Perquimans 19Sl 9 X 
(continued on the folloWing page ) 
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TMU XXX (oontinued) 
School location 'fear of Number of White Negro Indian (coun:.z:> aocredi tat1<11 teachers 
Pereon 1954 15 X 
Pitt 1954 8 X 
Polk 195.3 18 X 
Randolph 1940 16 X 
Robeson 1952 26 X 
Roc:kinghalll 1953 14 X 
Rowan 1955 8 X 
Rutherford 1945 8 X 
Sampson 1955 13 X 
scotland 1953 16 X 
Stanley 1952 u X 
Stokes 1955 9 X 
Surry 1953 lS X 
SWain 1954 12 X 
Trnnsylv"nia 1955 9 X 
'.IYrrell 1940 u X 
Union 191.4 16 X 
Vance 1953 8 X 
Wake 1952 21 
Warren 1949 8 X 
iofashlngton 1953 u X 
\Gtuaga 1954 9 X 
Wa;rne 1955 21 X 
Wilkes 195.3 23 X 
Wilson 1954 28 X 
Yadkin 1952 12 X 
Yancey 
-
13 X 
Total! 100 Mean a 14 Tota1s1 73 26 1 
Note1 'lhe above table should be rend ns followss the elementary 
school in Yadkin County, North Carolina was accredited by the SV!te in 
1952• had a stntf or twelve teacherll, "'ld a white stu:lent boclr. 
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TABlE xxn 
INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHE:: EDUCATIO'; IN NORTH CAROLINA WHOSE '!USIC 
DEPARTMENT !!':AD; WERE COW!'ACTED BY Q!JF..STIONNAIRE 
lla:me r.ocation otf'era IIIUSiC Size ot Controlling degrees lllUBi c stnff agenG,Y' 
Appalachian Boone X 10 :;tate 
*Atlantic Christian Wilson 
llarber-~ootia Concord 1 Pres. 
Bennett Greensboro X 4 Heth. 
CataWba :aliebury X 5 s. a. 
*Davidson Davidson 
Duke L'urhmn X 8 Priv. 
*F;u;t Carolina Greenville 
*Elon Elon 
Fayetteville Fqettoville 2 state 
Flora McDonald Red Jprlngs X 6 Pres. 
Greensboro Greensboro X 12 Pres. 
i!Gui1tord Guilford 
High ~int High :·oint X .3 ~-roth. 
Johnson c. ('>111i th Charlotte ·x 4 :r~s .. 
IAmoir-Rhyne HickOry X 6 Luth. 
U.'ri.nptone- Salisbury X 3 AMEZ 
•Meredith Raleigh 
Pelllbroke Pembroke ·x l Stnte 
•St • .lUgllstine RAJ.eigh 
*Sill em Winston-salem 
*ShaW Raleigh 
EUzabech City Elizabeth City 
.3 state 
u. of Nc!"th Carolina Chapel Hill X 17 .1t!lte 
Yhke Forest 'llake Forest X 6 Bapt. 
*West.ern CaroUM Cullowhee 
4\Unl!lton-"alem «inston-Salem 
klomen ts College Greensboro X 16 State 
Total: 28 Total a l4 Mode a 4.76 
•No return received from instituUoo. 
!:ote 1 Abbreviations indioc.te the !ollot~ing controllir· g ngenciea: 
AliEZ Afriean Hethodist ChiU'Oh 
Bapt. Baptist Church 
E. H. Ev~ngel:l.cal Re!am. Church 
Meth. Methodist Church 
Morav. Moravian Church 
P. E. Protef't1nt Episcopal Church 
Pres. Preslqterian Church 
Priv. Private 
